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DAY 1:
Morning: THE “OVERTURE”
Afternoon: THE DEMING STORY
(9.30am – 12.30pm; 1.30pm – 4.30pm)!
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THE “OVERTURE”
Why an “Overture”? (p 1); Deming (re)discovered (p 2)
“Statistics? Oh no!” (p 5)
Helpful books and videos (p 11)
Activities, Major Activities, Pauses for Thought, Projects and “your organisation” (p 14)
Outline of the course (p 16)
Quality, theory, philosophy, management, … (p 20)

The attraction of Deming’s work (p 23)

— contains Pauses for Thought 1–a, 1–b and 1–c

— contains Activity 1–d and Pause for Thought 1–e

Deming is different (p 27)
Some light relief (p 29)
THE DEMING STORY
Early 1900s: The story begins; The 1920s: New statistics in manufacturing (p 30)
Shewhart’s breakthrough (p 31)

1930s–1940s: New statistics in non-manufacturing (p 33)
1950s–1960s: “The theory of a system, and cooperation” (p 33);
“A Summary of Teachings to Top Management and to Engineers in Japan” (p 35)
The 1970s: The wasted years (p 36); The 1980s (first half): The West awakens (p 37)
The 1980s (second half): A new climate (p 38)
1990–1993: A System of Profound Knowledge (p 39); 1994 and onward: The future (p 40)
Introduction to the Major Activity (p 41); Major Activity 1–f (p 42 [WB 5])
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There are also two additional sections that you should consider reading. One is the Welcome
section on the “A. PLEASE START HERE” file if you’ve skipped it so far—it is essential reading since it contains much important information and useful guidance on how to tackle this
course. The other is some discussion about a paradox—but you are welcome to omit that if
you so wish. Day 1 is a relatively short day and so you should have sufficient time for either
or both of these as appropriate.
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DAY 1 (morning): THE “OVERTURE”

Why an “Overture” rather than an “Introduction”? Simply because this half-day contains much more than
you would expect in a mere introduction to this structured active-learning course on the approach to management developed by Dr W Edwards Deming—pictured above left (aged 88) with me in 1989.a (Such
superscript letters as a refer to the “Approvals, Acknowledgements and Information” at the end of the file.)

Continuing the musical analogy, let’s suppose you’ve arranged an evening out at a theatre to enjoy some
kind of musical production. Perhaps it’s a light modern musical or musical comedy; at the other extreme,
maybe it’s grand opera! In past centuries, overtures were often regarded as no more than background
music while the audience ambled in. These days, the overture is usually treated with greater respect, and
rightly so. It sets the scene by including several of the main themes from the show, and gives some tasters
of the moods and style of what is to follow. Now, it might just happen that you take such an instant dislike
to those snippets that you decide to leave the theatre straightaway and spend the evening some other way
—which, seeing the price of theatre tickets nowadays, could be a rather expensive decision! Hopefully
though, you will instead like what you are hearing, and settle down to enjoy the show and have a very pleasant evening. But at least you will have had some prior warning in case the show is just not “your thing”.
This Overture performs a similar function. It does indeed expose you to an initial “feel” of what is to follow,
of both the nature and some of the content of the Deming approach itself and of the style of this course in
the way it can help you to learn about it. And that is both sensible and necessary. One section of this
Overture is headed “Deming is different”. Yes indeed, very different compared with other approaches to
management, to quality, to people—so different that it honestly might not be to your taste. If that is the
case then I don’t want to waste your time—that won’t be of any benefit to either you or me. So if, having
“heard” the Overture, you really feel this is not for you then you can indeed decide to leave the theatre
straightaway and, in this case, you will only have wasted a little time, not a lot of money! Otherwise, please
stay and enjoy. Maybe, before long, you’ll find yourself climbing out of the audience to join those on the
stage!
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DEMING (RE)DISCOVERED
The Deming Prize and the Nashua Corporation
In the 1970s, a medium-sized American company, the Nashua Corporation, was
an agent for copying machines made by Ricoh, the well-known Japanese manufacturer. In 1974, Ricoh was awarded Japan’s !Deming Prize. The people at
Nashua, including Chief Executive William E Conway, did not know who or what
“Deming” was. All they knew was that the illustrious and eagerly-sought Deming
Prize was Japan’s best-known award for quality, and had been set up as long ago
as 1950 by JUSE, the Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers.

William E Conway

The inscription near the bottom of the medalb is a quotation from Dr Deming:
“The right quality and uniformity are foundations of commerce, prosperity and peace.”
NB Throughout this course, exact quotations from Dr Deming are printed in blue in order to set them
apart from my own writing. His own quotations are especially valuable in that he had the rare ability of
being able to say a very great deal in remarkably few words. I wouldn’t want to mislead you into thinking
that I am capable of the same degree of either brevity or wisdom!

Almost five more years passed before Bill Conway discovered that this “Deming” was in fact an American,
Dr W Edwards Deming who, although already in his late 70s, was still actively
teaching and consulting, mostly in what he described as “statistical studies”.
Bill contacted Dr Deming and had several discussions with him—discussions
concerning events ranging over the previous 30 and more years, the content of
which Bill found extraordinary and initially almost unbelievable. Eventually, Bill
persuaded Dr Deming to become a consultant for Nashua—although I suggest
a “teacher” would have been a better description.
One of Dr Deming’s first recommendations was that Nashua acquire the services of an experienced statistician. On Deming’s advice, Bill “head-hunted”
Dr Lloyd S Nelson, who at that time had been working in the General Electric
Company for almost 30 years. That choice was particularly fortuitous for me
because, although we had never met, I had been in correspondence with Lloyd
!!!!!!!!!"#$!%!!&!!'#()!!!!
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for several years, particularly in connection with the !Journal of Quality Technology which he had founded in
1970. A short while after moving to Nashua, Lloyd contacted me to ask if I would be interested in getting
involved with Nashua’s British subsidiaries. I accepted the invitation.
My main initial task was to help set up and supervise a company-wide
training scheme, mostly on some of what are often referred to as the “old
tools” or “seven tools” of quality. Lloyd’s syllabus included the Ishikawa
diagram (“fishbone” chart), the Pareto chart, flowcharting, brainstorming,
and an all-important statistical tool invented by Dr Walter A Shewhart in
1924: the control chart. Don’t worry if you haven’t heard of some or all of
these since the control chart is the only such “tool” to be studied in any
detail and used in this course. And, even there, anything beyond the
basics will just be “optional extras” for those who are really interested in
them. Later today we shall also see an extremely important illustration
which Deming referred to as a “flow diagram”, but that’s not quite the
same as what most people mean by “flowcharting”.

The four-day seminars
I had no communication with Dr Deming himself during that time. I did, of course, hear more and more
about him. One of the things I heard was that the people at Nashua Corporation had encouraged him to
prepare and present a public seminar on his work. That seemed reasonable enough to me, but what
astonished me was the length of the seminar: four days. !Four days? In the university at which I was then
teaching Mathematical Statistics, I was more used to seminars lasting an hour at most—and often that
seemed too long! But the four-day seminars were clearly successful, and were soon being presented at
least once a month. Audiences, which naturally had initially been quite small, were soon being counted in
several hundreds !at a time.
Then in 1982 a friend at Nashua here in the UK gave me a copy of the mimeographed book which Dr Deming was now issuing to all the delegates at his seminars. It was called Quality, Productivity, and Competitive Position—the same title that was often used at that time for his seminars!. It was through this book that
I began to discover Dr Deming’s work involved far more than just Statistics!
My first direct contact with Dr Deming came in 1985, and in a wholly unexpected and very privileged fashion. In the Spring of that year, out of the blue I received a letter from a senior official of the George Washington University which, at that time, was administering the four-day seminars. The letter said that Dr Deming was coming to London that summer to present his four-day seminar in Britain for the first time, and had
requested that I be invited to assist him at that seminar.
The London four-day seminars became an annual event from 1985 to 1991 inclusive, and I had the same
privilege of working with Dr Deming as his assistant at all of those seminars. I was also involved with him in
many other events, both in this country and elsewhere, for the rest of his life. The last time I was with him
was at his final four-day seminar in Europe, held in Zurich in July 1993, just five months before he died.
I’ll briefly describe the style of the four-day seminars for you. Basically, except for the breaks, Dr Deming
spoke from 9.00 to 4.00 each day (except for finishing a little earlier on the final day so that the delegates
could get back home). Then the delegates would split into Working Groups to deliberate, often long into
the evening, on a choice from a large selection of topics and questions that Dr Deming had compiled. This
is where assistants like myself would be busy helping the Working Groups, and then later designing and
organising a programme of feedback from the Groups to be presented the following morning for the hour
before Dr Deming resumed his teaching. However, he was always there: watching, listening, learning.
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The British Deming Association and later"
Not surprisingly, I soon began to present my own seminars on Dr Deming’s work and, largely with the help
of people that I met at those early seminars and at the London four-day seminars, encouraged the formation of the British Deming Association in 1987. The BDA was a not-for-profit educational organisation having the aims of spreading awareness and aiding understanding of the Deming management philosophy.
Regrettably, “not-for-profit” eventually became too accurate a description, and the BDA is no longer with
us. However, over several years, it was effective at “getting the ball rolling” as regards stimulating interest
in Dr Deming’s work both in the UK and elsewhere and providing facilities for genuine learning about it.
I am glad to say that much of the BDA’s range of activities and learning has subsequently continued
through various groups and internet links, some of which I’ll briefly introduce to you in what follows.
Firstly, there are a number of references in this course to events that were organised by the BDA and to the
substantial series of BDA Booklets that were written by groups and individuals in, or connected with, the
Association. Those booklets, now renamed the “Deming A5 Booklets”, are obtainable from the Learning
Store at the Deming Transformation Forum in the UK (www.deming.org.uk) which also supplies a range of
other Deming-related materials including relevant books and DVDs. The Forum can be contacted for specific advice and assistance including mentoring for individuals and bespoke in-house seminars.
I know of the following long-established and active Deming-based groups in the UK, although there may
possibly be more. One is the Deming Alliance which began its days as a group within the BDA. The Alliance’s website is www.demingalliance.org and their meetings are held in the Midlands. The Chartered
Quality Institute has a Deming Special Interest Group which usually (but not always) meets in London. You
can reach it by selecting “Community” at www.quality.org and then “Special Interest Groups (SIGs)”. Also,
the Deming Learning Network (DLN) is based in Scotland with meetings mostly held in Aberdeen. To
contact the DLN you are welcome to e-mail Tony Miller at tony@jmiller.co.uk who can add you to his e-mail
list for announcements of meetings and for guidance on becoming involved in online participation. I am
sure that all three of the above will welcome contact with 12 Days students—so there’s no need to be shy!
Worldwide, the W Edwards Deming Institute (WEDI) in America is the obvious initial source. The Institute
was founded by Dr Deming just before his death in 1993 and becomes more and more active as the years
go by. Their main website is www.deming.org and there you will find extensive resources on Dr Deming’s
work and teaching, including many of his publications at https:deming.org/deming/deming-articles. The
Institute presents various seminars and offers videos including the Deming Library (see today’s page 13)
and some substantial extracts from his celebrated four-day seminars. The Institute also has a YouTube
channel which includes the 1980 NBC White Paper If Japan Can, Why Can’t We? (see page 37) that was so
successful in introducing Dr Deming to the American public in 1980.
Also in America, SPC Press Inc (www.spcpress.com), who published my book The Deming Dimension in
1990 (see pages 12–13 in the Welcome section of file A. PLEASE START HERE), is another excellent
source for Deming-related publications, materials and seminars. It is also one of the websites that are
hosting the complete 12 Days to Deming material.
Finally, during the second half of 12 Days to Deming, you will be reading some excellent material by my
good friend Balaji Reddie, founder of the Deming Forum of India in 1999. His website www.deming.org.in
is also a host website of the complete 12 Days to Deming material.
Further, some time spent searching the internet is likely to lead you to any number of other relevant blogs,
LinkedIn contacts, podcasts, FaceBook material, etc, etc. Happy browsing!
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“STATISTICS? OH NO!”
Statistics?
Now, depending on your background, one feature of the previous section may have already started making
you feel a little queasy. And that is the repeated references to things statistical. You know that Dr Deming
described at least some of his work as “statistical studies”. You know that one of his first recommendations to Bill Conway was that he hire an experienced statistician. You know that the “all-important” control
chart is a statistical tool. And, perhaps worst of all, you know that I used to teach Mathematical Statistics!
I can heap yet more coals onto the fire by quoting the way that Dr Deming was introduced midway through
If Japan Can, Why Can’t We? (see near the bottom of page 4). These are the words of the programme’s
narrator, Lloyd Dobyns:
“We have said several times that much of what the Japanese are doing [is what] we taught them to
do. And the man who did most of the teaching is W Edwards Deming, statistical analyst, for whom
Japan’s highest industrial award for quality and productivity is named. But in this country he is not
widely recognised. That may be changing.”
“W Edwards Deming, statistical analyst”? Well, if so, be sure that that was but a single string on a manystringed bow!
As you may already have noticed, I am using British spellings and punctuation conventions even when
quoting Americans. Since, obviously, I quote Americans a great deal in this course, I thought it appeared
rather pedantic and messy to keep switching between the two styles. For simplicity I therefore decided to
use British conventions throughout. I hope this causes no offence or difficulty.

But no wonder then that, if you do not have any background in Statistics, you may be beginning to feel a
trifle uneasy. But even if you have suffered some introductory Statistics course either recently or long ago,
you might also be feeling uneasy. For I am well aware that the subject of Statistics is not a favourite area of
study for many people! And yes, I know all the old sayings such as “There are lies, damned lies, and statistics” and “You can prove anything with statistics”, and I am aware of (indeed, have read and enjoyed)
books such as Darrell Huff’s best-seller: How to Lie with Statistics.
However, all we see in the main material of this course that is related to the subject of Statistics is what
I like to summarise in just two words: “understanding variation”. In fact, those two words form the short
title of the best introductory book on the topic that I know of. The full title of that book is also instructive:
Understanding Variation—the Key to Managing Chaos (written by my good friend Dr D J Wheeler). But no,
I’m not expecting you to become expert in the subject-area known as “Chaos Theory”! In a nutshell,
understanding variation is to do with being able to justifiably describe the behaviour over time of processes
or systems of any kind by words such as “stable” and “predictable” or, on the other hand, “unstable” and
“unpredictable”. Those words indicate pretty well the difference between the two states, and I think you
will easily understand that, if your work involves what we are referring to as “processes” or “systems” (and
most work certainly does) then that difference is pretty darned important! And the control chart is the
invaluable tool which best enables us to discriminate between those two states. The “official” terms for the
two states that you will find both Drs Shewhart and Deming using are respectively “in statistical control”
and “out of statistical control” although, in the former case, Deming also often refers to a “stable system”.
The point I want to emphasise here is that what I am expressing as “understanding variation” is different
from the material usually taught in introductory (and, indeed, later) conventional Statistics courses. If you
have ever had an introductory course in Statistics then I doubt very much whether you ever heard of either
!!!!!!!!!"#$!%!!&!!'#()!!!
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Walter Shewhart or the control chart during that course. Indeed, it is sadly true that some people who have
university degrees in Statistics haven’t heard of them either! In this course (apart from the Optional Extras
section which is included purely for the benefit of people who might be interested in more technical matters) we shall not be involved with such things as probabilities or the normal distribution or the binomial distribution or any other probability distribution, nor with tests of significance, p-values or confidence intervals,
nor with techniques to do with regression and correlation, etc, etc. We do not need them. The large majority of what is normally taught in traditional Statistics courses is irrelevant for “understanding variation” in
the all-important sense in which we use the term in this course. So, if you haven’t heard of the list of things
I’ve just detailed, you actually have the advantage: for then you don’t have any unlearning to do.
That comment might sound flippant. It isn’t. Over the nearly 20 years of my seminars on Dr Deming’s
teaching I rarely suffered from having any “difficult” delegates. The few that I had could be divided into
two types. One type were very senior managers, the other type were those with some qualification in
Statistics. Of course, I don’t mean all senior managers or all statisticians: I mean those who came to the
seminar with the impression that they already knew all they needed to know—so really there wasn’t much
point in their attending! Regarding statisticians, note well my first quotation below.

But, with my background as a university lecturer in Mathematical Statistics, I didn’t realise any of the above
when travelling to London in June 1985 for that first four-day seminar with Dr Deming. You might be
amused by a paragraph I wrote on page 76 of the second edition of my little book of Statistics Tables (published in 2011):
“At that first seminar, I was looking forward to discovering how all my knowledge of Mathematical
Statistics fitted into Dr Deming’s management teaching. It didn’t! I believe there was not a single
mention of a probability, a probability distribution or a hypothesis test during the whole four days.
Yet Deming was a statistician?! (And indeed a fine mathematician as well.) Further, the only statistical technique he used during the whole four days was the control chart … I had new and very different learning to face.”
Incidentally, the full title of Statistics Tables is Statistics Tables for Mathematicians, Engineers, Economists
and the Behavioural and Management Sciences which, for obvious reasons, I shall henceforth abbreviate
by ST! And, while I’m about it, I may as well also quote a couple of paragraphs from the “Welcome to the
Second Edition” on page 2 of my Elementary Statistics Tables (to be similarly abbreviated by EST), which
was also published in 2011:
“So, what’s new? The majority of the added material focuses on a remarkable statistical technique
which, to all intents and purposes, was unknown at the time of the original edition. At this time of
writing it is still largely unknown, especially in academia—it hasn’t yet reached most of the introductory Statistics books and courses. But, during the second half of my career (mostly spent outside
academia, unlike the first half), I found the process behaviour chart [see the small print below] unbelievably useful due to its (I believe) unique combination of simplicity and effectiveness. Of course,
you won’t find it on examination papers. But if you want to analyse and understand data out there
in the ‘real world’, I believe you’ll find it invaluable. Many delegates, sent by their boss, would arrive
at my public and in-house seminars in fear and trepidation: they’d never been able to ‘do Statistics’—they hated the subject! By the end of the day they could understand the process behaviour
chart, and they could use it, and they could communicate with it.
So here it is in this new edition of Elementary Statistics Tables—though you don’t even need
any tables in order to use it! Don’t scorn its simplicity—try it out on some real process data, including some that you have not previously attempted to interpret.”
A couple of points of clarification will be useful here. Firstly, the original editions of these little books of
Statistics Tables were published as long ago as 1978 and 1981 respectively—long before I met Dr Deming or learned anything significant about his work. Not surprisingly therefore, those original editions con-
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tained little on control charts because, back then, I honestly had no idea of how important control charts
are in practice. Second, I’ll remind you of something I mentioned on page 7 of the Welcome section:
“process behaviour chart” is an alternative term for “control chart” which nowadays is preferred by many
people who use the chart for the purposes relevant to Dr Deming’s teaching. Indeed, I also have generally used it in recent years because, compared with usual interpretations of the word “control”, it describes much better why the chart is so useful. The reason I’m calling it a control chart in this course is
that I shall be including many direct quotations from both Drs Deming and Shewhart. Naturally, they used
the traditional language, and so, similarly to something that I said on page 5, it didn’t seem sensible here to
keep flitting between alternative terms for the same thing.

The two paradoxes
So, as implied by that quote from EST and earlier, the truth is that the statistical tool which had pride of
place in Dr Deming’s teaching is rarely to be seen in introductory courses on Statistics—nor, for that matter,
in more advanced Statistics courses. I can go further: the bulk of material which is featured in such courses
does not get mentioned in Dr Deming’s teaching—except, in some cases, for him to point out that it is
unnecessary and misleading! Quite some paradox. And it’s not the only one.
How you react to that first paradox is likely to largely depend on whether or not you have any background
in what I’m calling “conventional” or “traditional” Statistics. If you haven’t then I imagine you will welcome
the paradox with open arms! But otherwise you may have more of a sense of puzzlement rather than relief.
If that is the case then I can sympathise—because, in my own early days of learning about Dr Deming’s
work, I was similarly mystified about this. So, to try to help, I have written some additional material just for
you which I’ll point you toward at the end of this section. But for now, as implied above, there is another
paradox to introduce, and I will deal with this second one right here in the main text.
Let me emphasise even further Deming’s concentration on the importance of control charts. He was clear
that it is generally desirable for everyone in an organisation to be able to use control charts and to communicate with them. And, even if that turns out not to be sensible or practical, he was also clear that, the
more senior someone is in their organisation, the more essential such ability becomes. As far as he was
concerned, the most important control charts should be right there on the Chief Executive’s desk.
Yet in his seminars Deming didn’t teach the details of how to construct control charts! Paradox No. 2.
Yes, he would usually draw up a chart once the results were obtained in his famous Red Beads Experiment
which we shall describe and work with tomorrow on Day 2 of our course. But how? He would just write
down a simple formula, insert some numbers that had been recorded during the experiment, and carry out
a little arithmetic. But there was nothing about where the simple formula came from nor the fact that, with
the large majority of processes, that same formula wouldn’t even be appropriate!
So let’s shed some light on this second paradox. This is a quote from my brief discussion on the sixth of
Deming’s famous 14 Points for Management: “Institute training” that you will see on Day 4 page 26 [WB 66]:
“In Deming’s terminology, the purpose of ‘training’ is the acquisition of specific skills for specific
tasks. Training is thus narrowly defined and finite in scale and scope. In contrast, as we shall see
in Point 13, ‘education’ is the opposite: very non-specific, very broadly defined, and essentially infinite in scale and scope.”
Thus, in Deming’s terms, teaching and learning details about how to construct control charts is training.
Teaching and learning how to interpret the charts once they are drawn, and then how to proceed intelligently on the basis of such interpretation, is education. His seminars were most definitely education; what
he regarded as the simpler matter of training could be left to someone else. A couple of sentences from his
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diary entry for Monday 10 July 1950, regarding some lectures to the Japan Medical Association, will confirm the point:
“Professor Masuyama and assistants will teach the statistical control of quality in the afternoon.
I shall teach during the forenoon the theory of a system, and cooperation.”
So he regarded getting into some training, even on something as vital as the construction of control charts,
would be inappropriate during his teaching—it would interrupt the flow of what was really important: education. But in one respect his approach was dangerous. “Professor Masuyama and assistants” might
have known what they were talking about but, sadly, many trainers who try to teach people about control
charts do not. Please be warned that much of what is currently taught and practised concerning control
charts is not wholly consistent with Shewhart’s teaching. For example, control charts are often regarded as
primarily relevant to manufacturing processes and requiring data that satisfy certain statistical conditions,
in particular that they are “normally distributed”. As previously, don’t worry if you do not know what that
means, for the fact is that Shewhart’s teaching was not dependent on such restrictions (though some statisticians seem to wish—or even believe—that it was). Quite the opposite. Indeed, Dr Shewhart was specific about the need to have statistical techniques which really work in practical situations rather than just
depend on what he referred to as “a fine ancestry of highbrow statistical theorems”! (This quotation comes
from page 18 of Shewhart’s 1931 book which, early this afternoon, you will see described in glowing terms
by Dr Deming.) A good way of expressing this is that Shewhart saw the need for statistical techniques that
are suitable for our data rather than the need for data that are suitable for our statistical techniques. Think
about it! Makes good sense to me. And that is precisely what Dr Shewhart produced.

Control charts in this course
So what does all this imply about my approach to control charts in this course? As in Dr Deming’s seminars, you will not have to construct any control charts if you’d prefer not to. However, you will see some
control charts on Days 2 and 3, and so I shall include some relevant description there. But there is already
plenty for you to do on both of those days, and so to insist that you also engage in any substantial training
on control charts would be too much of a good thing! On the other hand, the educational aspect that I’ve
already mentioned is absolutely vital. Repeating what I said above, that is to learn how to interpret the
charts once they are drawn, and then how to proceed intelligently on the basis of that interpretation.
On the other hand, you may of course wish to learn a little more or even a lot more about control charts. In
that case I’ll mention three possibilities which will enable you to go “beyond the basics”, in addition to Don
Wheeler’s book mentioned on page 5. The first is a small number of “Technical Aids” that appear in the
material for Days 2 and 3. These will enable you to construct the control charts yourself rather than just
use charts which other people have drawn up. The second possibility is an article which is freely available
on the internet. Some time ago I was encouraged by a freelance writer named Mitch Beedie to write an
introductory article on control charts. Mitch had found control charts extremely useful in his main areas of
interest: environmental studies and energy conservation. But he said that he had found introductory literature on the topic quite difficult to understand until he had come across some of mine! He titled the article
“Understanding Variation” and added the subtitle “The Springboard for Process Improvement”. I shall
therefore shall refer to it in this course material as the “Springboard” article. You can reach it on the UK
Deming Alliance’s website via the following link:
https://demingalliance.org/resources/articles/understanding-variation-the-springboard-for-process-improvement

And lastly, if you are really keen to have a comprehensive introduction to control charts—going well beyond
what is necessary for this course—there is the fairly substantial section of “Optional Extras” described at
the top of page 8 in the “Welcome” section. This optional material contains a variety of topics, all more or
less connected with control charting. But I must emphasise that both this extra material and the Spring!!!!!!!!!"#$!%!!&!!'#()!!!!
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board article really are “optional extras”—take them or leave them as you prefer. However, if you decide to
take them, please don’t count them as being within the recommended 12-day timeframe!
So how can I guide you through these various possibilities? I’m going to ask you to choose which of four
“Stats-levels” you feel is most suitable for you. Stats-level 0 refers to those who would prefer to avoid as
much as possible of anything like even simple arithmetic or drawing very basic graphs. Stats-level 1 is for
those who do not mind simple arithmetic and drawing basic graphs but who are not keen to go any further
than that. Stats-level 2 applies to those who would like to delve into something about the ideas underlying
the construction of control charts, but without getting in very deep. And Stats-level 3 is for those who are
already looking forward to tackling my Optional Extras section!
So which Stats-level are you?
After you’ve answered that question, here’s my guidance for you:
Stats-level 0: Don’t even bother with the few Technical Aids on Days 2 and 3. But you will be asked to
look at some pictures!
Stats-level 1: Work with the Technical Aids when they come, and have a go at constructing some of the
charts yourself.
Stats-level 2: As Stats-level 1 but also browse through the Springboard article when you feel like it and
take time to go through it more thoroughly after Day 3 in order to consolidate your learning.
Stats-level 3: As Stats-level 2 but take a look at what’s available in the Optional Extras section whenever
you like (out of hours!). Remember that this extra material is only there for those who might be genuinely
interested in some of it. Ignoring all of it will not harm your understanding of the rest of this course,
although some of it might help to increase your confidence about dealing with control charts when the time
comes that you need to. A sensible plan might therefore be to postpone the Optional Extras section until
the main 12-day course is completed—unless you just can’t resist looking at some of it earlier than that!
Having worked with some thousands of delegates at my seminars over the years, I am particularly conscious of the need to treat those on Stats-level 0 very gently! So there might be a case for going even further out in that direction and introducing a Stats-level 00! If you think that might apply to you then I should
also raise the possibility of you even skipping some of the main text in the morning of Day 3 (but nothing
else!)—I’ll guide you when you get there. Now, there are pros and cons in thinking of doing that, so please
bear with me while I discuss them.
As regards how knowledgeable somebody may become on control charts, it seems to me that there are
three stages. The first stage is the only absolutely vital one for this course. This is where you get to understand why control charts are important and what it is that they are able to communicate to their users.
Notice the “why” there rather than “how”. Getting as far as the “how” is the second stage. The third stage
goes even further and really is concerned with a further “why”: why is the “how” what it is?!
So the truth is that the first of the three stages is strictly all you need to know in order to be able to understand Dr Deming’s theory of management, which is primarily what this course is about. A later section of
this Overture takes a careful look at words like “theory”, so I won’t expand on that right now except to
make one crucial point. This is that, at least in Deming’s case, theory has a definite purpose—it is to guide
better practice. So, in Deming’s case, theory should be respected by practical people (possibly unlike
some other theories!). I am assuming that you are interested in better practice as well as learning the theory, so this will surely mean that, sooner or later, you will want to move onto the second stage: the “how”.
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How can a control chart tell you what you need to know? That’s where you encounter the snag about skipping parts of the main text in the morning of Day 3. For, whereas they may be skipped if you were only
interested in theory, you will need to work through them when the time comes that you want to effectively
turn some of the theory into practice—the “better practice” that I just mentioned.
On the other hand, the third stage is truly optional as far as this course is concerned. Quite a lot of the
“how” is largely common sense, but some of it does depend on more “academic” information, such as a
few of the details needed to construct control charts. Faced with the choice, most people are content to
go by what the “experts” tell them is the sensible way, especially if there is some mathematics involved in
the whys and wherefores. So it is the second stage, the “how”, that is important to the user of control
charts—how to interpret what the control chart is telling you—rather than the fine detail of why the control
chart is constructed in the way that it is. If you want to watch television, do you really need to know why
the television—or even the remote control—works? Most people are content to read the instruction book
or, at least, the quick-start guide and do what they say. Some of that probably is common sense—but not
all of it. If the television doesn’t work for some reason, do you want to learn enough so that you can figure
out why it’s not working? No: you call in the engineer and trust that whoever responds to your call understands such things. That engineer has been educated and trained up to the third stage, whereas it is quite
sufficient for you and the large majority to go no further than the second stage.
So, in summary, unless you really want to limit yourself to Stats-level 00, do take at least a quick look at all
of the main text (except possibly for the Technical Aids). Even if you do not intend to start working with
control charts just yet, it would be a good idea for you to get some preliminary ideas about how to interpret
them. Then, when the time comes, you could come back to the practical guidance on interpreting control
charts (almost all of which is in the morning of Day 3) and study that more carefully then. However, if you
are verging on Stats-level 00, be content to just skim through that material for now: I don’t want you to get
so fed up with Day 3 that you feel discouraged and thus never move on to Day 4! I repeat: there won’t be
any involvement with control chart calculations etc throughout all the rest of this course after Day 3.
If you are following my timing guidance, the difference between Stats-level 0 (including 00, of course) and
the rest creates a small problem: on both Days 2 and 3, those on Stats-level 0 will have less to do than
everyone else. So alternative schedules will be provided on just those two days. On both days, the initial
Contents page will relate only to Stats-level 0 and will then be followed by a similar but different page for
Stats-levels 1–3. During the main text, the little clock icons for Stats-levels 1–3 will be on the right-hand
side as you are already seeing today, while the clock icons for Stats-level 0 will be on the left-hand side.

That finishes this section; so now, if you wish, take a little time out to read my discussion in the Appendix
on the former of the two paradoxes (which I described on page 7): I hope it will shed some light on the
mystery. But, again: that discussion is only intended for those who are puzzled by the paradox. If instead
you are simply content (and relieved!) by what the paradox has told you then please don’t bother with this
extra reading—just carry straight on. Also, the discussion on the first paradox is likely to be of greatest
interest to those who are familiar with the basics of “traditional” Statistics—for it includes one of Deming’s
most powerful expressions of the irrelevance of several of those basics when studying process data.
So if you would now like to read about the first paradox on Appendix pages 2–6 and are also following my
guidance on timings at all closely then please “stop the clock” whilst you are reading those pages.
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HELPFUL BOOKS AND VIDEOS
In that optional excursion into the Appendix to discuss the first paradox, I included a couple of recommendations of books which will be useful if at some stage you wish to learn more about control charts. And so
this is an opportune time for me to also suggest some further reading along with video material which could
be helpful in your learning about the more general main themes and content of this course.

The Deming Dimension
There is some detailed information about The Deming Dimension on pages 12–13 of the Welcome section
in the “A. PLEASE START HERE” file.
For brevity I shall henceforth refer to The Deming Dimension simply as DemDim (as do many of the people
that I know—I guess it’s a sort of “in-joke” since, whatever else he was, Dr Deming was most certainly not
dim!).
DemDim has often been described as written in a “conversational style”. I hope and expect the same may
be said of this course. The truth is that I feel incapable of writing in any other manner about this very
human subject (unlike in the first half of my career life when my speciality was Mathematical Statistics!).
Again as with other courses, although there is no requirement for you to provide yourself with anything
other than the prescribed text, naturally there are further books centred on Dr Deming’s work, plus other
materials, especially videos, which could be helpful from time to time. So, particularly in case you have
access to a library which could obtain such items for you to borrow, I’ll briefly introduce and describe some
possibilities over the next couple of pages. There is detailed information on everything mentioned here and
later in the “R. References and Sources” file.

Other books
As far as other books are concerned, I must of course begin with Dr Deming’s own famous Out of the Crisis
(1986) and The New Economics for Industry, Government, Education (first published in 1993). However,
neither book is really suitable for cover-to-cover reading by newcomers, although the reasons differ considerably between the two books.
Out of the Crisis is a hefty volume, and many people have found it quite difficult to cope with. So, as you
will see from the Preface to DemDim, one of the purposes I had in writing my book was for it to serve as a
preamble or a kind of “study-guide” for Out of the Crisis. I have long held the impression that Out of the
Crisis was the book that Dr Deming never wanted to stop writing! However much he put into it, I think he
always wanted to include more. It covers an amazingly diverse range of topics. So it really is too substantial a meal for the newcomer. However, that’s not to say that the newcomer couldn’t relish a choice from
the menu!
The New Economics is quite different. It is much shorter, the language is simpler, and the book is generally
better organised. I heard from more than one source that certain of Dr Deming’s close colleagues in
America impressed on him the difficulties that some had found with Out of the Crisis. And, if I may suggest
it, I believe he might have fallen into a trap which will be a big topic during the afternoon of Day 3: the
danger of overcompensation! The New Economics is fantastically valuable for those who are, relatively
speaking, already “in the know”. But the language is so simple, and important matters are treated so concisely, that there is substantial danger of the newcomer just skating over the surface and having no notion
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of the considerable depths that lie below that surface. As I have already indicated, Deming was brilliant at
saying a lot in only few words, and that skill is nowhere better demonstrated than in this, his final, book.
As a result, one could set literally hundreds of essay questions on examination papers which quote just a
single sentence from The New Economics followed by the word “Discuss.”!

But, although not being suitable for you to read straight through just yet, both books would of course be
very helpful references during many of the activities in this course. For example, on Days 4 and 5 we shall
be working with Deming’s famous “14 Points for Management”, and Chapter 2 in Out of the Crisis spends
some 80 pages on those 14 Points. In fact, Out of the Crisis would prove to be an exceedingly useful reference throughout much of this course, while The New Economics would be a useful reference particularly
during the second half of the course, and especially during the Second Project on Days 10 and 11.
I carried out some fairly important updates to DemDim in 1992, not long before The New Economics was
first published, and I think there is little if any inconsistency between the relevant parts of that version of
DemDim and Dr Deming’s final book. I could have gone through DemDim inserting lots of page references
to The New Economics as I had already done for Out of the Crisis, but I felt that would have been unnecessarily pedantic because of The New Economics being so much shorter than Out of the Crisis and having a
more straightforward structure. (Because of the importance of DemDim to this course, I should assure you
that I have made no further revisions to its main content since 1992, and so you may be pretty confident
that all page references to it and quotations from it will still be current in your copy!)
NB New editions of Out of the Crisis (Second Edition) and The New Economics (Third Edition) were published in 2018, both now including contributions from representatives of the Deming Institute. With both
books, Dr Deming’s text is largely unchanged but a smaller size of print is used in the new editions, and
so almost all page references have changed. Seeing that, at the time of writing and for some time to
come, there are bound to be many more copies of the previous editions still in circulation, clearly I need to
give you the page references for both editions. I’ll do this by using e.g. “page 114[164]” or similarly
“pages 57–60[82–87]” where page 114 and pages 57–60 refer to the new edition and page 164 and pages
82–87 in square brackets refer to the previous edition. In case you forget which way round they are, the
lower page number(s) always refer to the new edition.

However, in my early days of studying Dr Deming’s work, I also found it useful to enjoy some lighter reading—I am sure the relevant authors will not object to that description! I’ll mention the books that I particularly liked. The first to be published was Nancy Mann’s The Keys to Excellence (1985). Nancy’s organisation, Quality Enhancement Seminars, administered Dr Deming’s four-day seminars in the final years of his
life. The Keys to Excellence was soon followed by Bill Scherkenbach’s The Deming Route to Quality and
Productivity (1986); at that time, Bill was Director of Statistical Methods at the Ford Motor Company. In the
same year came journalist Mary Walton’s The Deming Management Method. Bill’s book contains 14 chapters, one for each of Dr Deming’s 14 Points; Mary’s book also contains a chapter on each of the Points. All
three of these books can easily be read cover-to-cover. Both of the latter two authors also produced a
second book: Bill’s was Deming’s Road to Continual Improvement (1991) and Mary’s was Deming Management at Work (1989). Two other books I would commend are Rafael Aguayo’s Dr Deming—the Man Who
Taught the Japanese About Quality (1990) and (at a rather deeper level—not for your first read) Deming’s
Profound Changes by Ken Delavigne and Dan Robertson (1994).
And last, but definitely not least, here is by far the newest of all my recommendations: The Essential Deming, subtitled Leadership Principles from the Father of Quality. This remarkable treasure, faithfully collected
and assembled by Dr Joyce Orsini, was published almost 20 years after Dr Deming died. But, apart from
some brief introductions, it is all in his own words! Joyce painstakingly sifted through literally thousands of
articles, speeches, notes, presentations, lectures, audiotapes, etc to produce this masterpiece. But, as she
correctly indicates in her Preface, it is in no way a replacement for Out of the Crisis and The New Economics: it is instead “written for those people who wish to see more of what Deming had to say about manage!!!!!!!!!"#$!%!!&!!'#()!!"!!
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ment in this world we live in, beyond those two earlier books.” So, if you’ll be guided by me, do not get
The Essential Deming until you have completed this course, but instead promise it to yourself as a constant
companion in your lifelong learning which will then follow. By the end of the course you will have become
sufficiently familiar with Dr Deming’s inimitable style of writing that The Essential Deming will then be both a
more enjoyable read and a much greater help to your learning than previously. Those of us who were so
fortunate as to know and work with Dr Deming can still hear him speaking the words in this book: for those
not so fortunate, The Essential Deming is a superb substitute.

Videos
Regarding videos, there were two quite well-known short British-made TV documentaries: Doctor’s Orders
(produced by Central ITV in 1988) and A Prophet Unheard (from the BBC in 1992). I often used part of
Doctor’s Orders in my introductory seminars. A Prophet Unheard, which is a more “glitzy” production, is
good in parts but, in my view, also contains some rather questionable sections.
Moving on to American material, the best-known set of relevant videos is The Deming Library. At the time
of writing (2018) there are 32 titles, most of which were produced during the final six years of his life,
though there have been a few later additions. The videos are generally around 25 minutes long.
However, my personal favourite amongst the American videos is The Deming of America!. This video,
which was made for PBS (America’s Public Broadcasting Service) in 1990 and 1991, i.e. around Dr Deming’s 90th birthday, is excellent. If you want to buy, or try to borrow through a library, a video on Dr Deming
and his work, The Deming of America is my clear main recommendation. Having been filmed at that time,
Dr Deming’s contributions to it are, of course, very representative of the nature and content of his teaching
during the final years of his life. Also, unlike videos that come from some other sources, here he was given
reasonable time and opportunity to make his points and emphases in ways that really can make an impact
on viewers. What also helped was that its producer and interviewer, Priscilla Petty, showed some good
understanding of Dr Deming’s work, a characteristic not shared by some of his other interviewers (and, if
so, he certainly let them know it!). The video is also notable for the contributions made by many top Industrial leaders, demonstrating how important Dr Deming’s influence had been on them personally and to their
companies. I shall quote from The Deming of America several times during this course.
Having recently checked on the internet, I cannot find Doctor’s Orders anywhere, but A Prophet Unheard is
available. Also, both the Deming Library collection and The Deming of America are available from official
distributors, the former from the Deming Institute (see page 4) and the latter from www.PriscillaPetty.com.
As you’d expect from the quantity concerned, the Deming Library would burn rather a hole in your pocket
but The Deming of America is not overly expensive for this excellent hour-long programme.

And finally ...
If and when the time comes that you might like to learn more about the man as well as his message (for this
final recommendation does both), treat yourself to The World of W Edwards Deming, the superb biography
compiled and written by his faithful long-term secretary, the late Cecelia (Ceil) Kilian. This is where I discovered the various entries from his diary that I quote during this opening day of the course and also his
extremely illuminating “Summary of Teachings to Top Management and to Engineers in Japan”, based on
his work in that country in the summer of 1950—see today’s page 35.
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ACTIVITIES, MAJOR ACTIVITIES, PAUSES FOR THOUGHT, PROJECTS
AND “YOUR ORGANISATION”
As you may already have gathered, in my seminars the delegates did much more than just listen to me! In
the same way, in this course I shall ask you to do much more than just read what I am writing. If you prefer
only to read then please content yourself with one or more of the books I have just mentioned. But this
course is for active learning, and that is quite different from merely reading.
If you have so far not read the “Welcome to 12 Days to Deming” in the “A. PLEASE START
HERE” file then please “stop the clock” and do so before continuing here. It contains lots
of necessary information and good advice!
So on every Day of this course I shall from time to time ask you to stop and do something—let’s call it a
“request for action”. At one extreme the request may simply be for you to spend just a few minutes thinking about something and jotting down a few relevant notes: I’m calling this a “Pause for Thought”. When
more time and effort is needed, the requests for action will be called “Activities”. On most days there will
also be a “Major Activity”—a term which needs no explanation! And, finally, the course includes those two
substantial projects mentioned in the Welcome section, the first taking place during the afternoon of Day 4
and all of Day 5, and the second occupying virtually the whole of Days 10 and 11: these projects replace
the need for Major Activities on those days.
On Days 2 and 3, the Major Activities will mainly be matters of time rather than requiring a great deal of
deep thought. But, after Day 3, the Major Activities and projects will involve both time and deep thought—
generally in increasing amounts as we proceed through the course. But that reflects what would happen in
my seminars. During the first day of my most usual three-day seminar I would ask the delegates to contribute very little: they needed time to begin to assimilate the content and style of what they were learning.
On the second day there was still plenty for me to do, although now there were increasing amounts of time
spent on delegates’ discussions and feedback. But on the third day I only contributed about an hour or so
to the proceedings. The morning was mostly taken up by delegate-led sessions on topics such as the
three in “The New Climate” (see page 18), to be studied here on Day 8. Often the delegates were preparing
these sessions in small groups until late the previous evening: and it was not unknown for me to find the
early risers doing further work on them before the final day of the seminar commenced. And then, after my
“hour or so”, the afternoon would be spent with us all involved in discussing topics on which the delegates
chose to spend a little more time.
Yet again, this pattern is quite well-reflected in what happens during this course. For example, there is
often some discussion on the various requests for action either in the main text or in the Appendix. Such
discussion is sometimes quite substantial, especially during the first half of the course. In particular, there
is a great deal of help for you during the First Project on Days 4 and 5. By the second half of the course,
you should be getting well into things and therefore will be more capable of coping on your own. There will
still be some help in the Appendix, but generally not as much as previously.
In the Second Project on Days 10 and 11 I shall be introducing you to what I regard as some of Dr Deming’s very best writing—concise but containing a wealth of learning. Here I shall simply ask you to read
what he says—sometimes only a single sentence!—and then work on it an item at a time. The better you
will have worked on the First Project and many of the other requests for action earlier in the course, the
easier you will find that task to be. Following the pattern outlined above, there is still some help for you in
the Appendix during the Second Project but not as much as in the First Project since, by then, you should
largely be more able to stand on your own two feet! I shall, of course, give you the necessary page references whenever I have included my thoughts in the Appendix. However, except when I suggest otherwise,
always do some work first before consulting the Appendix!
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All four types of request for action just discussed are clearly signalled in the text. On each day, the Pauses
for Thought and Activities are sequentially labelled a, b, c, … and are colour-coded in green or red. The
heading is printed in that colour and the corresponding material is enclosed in a similarly-coloured box.
Red indicates that I have included some relevant discussion immediately following the request, and so
warns you not to look ahead until you are ready. My discussion material is easily identified by being
enclosed in a shaded red box. So (whether you are using a printed copy of the Workbook or of the complete material), if that discussion is visible on the same or the next page, it would make sense to cover it up
whilst working on the request. Otherwise the discussion will be on the following page, so don’t turn to that
page just yet. If the request is colour-coded green then there is no such discussion within the text. There
is no need for you to memorise all these conventions right now: I’ll remind you when the time comes. No
colour-coding is needed for Major Activities or the Projects as they are headed appropriately.
Finally, particularly on Days 6, 8, 9 and 12, specific reference will be made to “your organisation”. Presumably, many people who work on this course are already (or have been) employed by some company or
other type of organisation. If that is your case then, with respect to much of the learning which will develop
on those occasions, I’d like you to actively think about what is going on (or went on) in that organisation.
Alternatively, if you haven’t yet been employed, but are a student at some college etc, you could possibly
think about that educational institution. However, I believe you will learn more if you identify yourself as an
employee or a manager rather than as a student. Therefore, if you do not fall naturally into such a role, I’d
strongly recommend that you try to find a colleague or other friend who does, and who would be willing to
spend some time with you now and again as you work through the course. The relevant requests for action
will specifically ask you to consider what is happening in “your organisation” and relate it to what you will
be learning here. So, if you are not involved with an organisation in this way, your recruit can then provide
you with a “surrogate” organisation to use in your study!
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OUTLINE OF THE COURSE
As you have already seen, this Overture contains lots of “bits and pieces” about what is to follow during the
course. When the Overture ends, the curtain goes up and the story begins. And that is true in two senses
for what happens on this opening day.
This afternoon we shall set the scene for learning about Dr Deming’s work, primarily by providing a brief
account of his life story. The purpose is not just to give you a history lesson—though many people find the
history quite fascinating in its own right. The main purpose is to use his life story to quickly provide you
with some insight on how and why his understanding and teaching developed in the way that they did, how
one thing led to another, and where and how some of the themes from this Overture fit into the main event.
Then, on future days, as we study particular aspects of his teaching in greater and deeper detail, you’ll
begin to understand how they fit into the jigsaw. And, in many respects, Deming’s teaching is indeed like a
jigsaw—with lots and lots of pieces! Also like a jigsaw, the pieces do all fit together—though sometimes it
can take a while to see how. But it will be worth the wait! For, yet again like a jigsaw, it is only when the
pieces start fitting together, and you see how and why they fit together and thus become aware of how the
picture is developing, that you will begin to appreciate the importance and potential and strength of Dr
Deming’s unique contribution to management understanding.!!
In the opening section I briefly related how, not long before his 79th birthday, Deming was at long last
“discovered” in his home country of America and subsequently elsewhere in the West. But this afternoon’s account starts at the very beginning, expands in particular on his formative work with Dr Walter
Shewhart in the 1920s, through his main work with the Japanese in the 1950s, and then his eventual discovery in the West and what happened thereafter. Chapter 2 of DemDim (remember: that’s my book The
Deming Dimension) provides useful additional and complementary reading to what is written here and
follows essentially the same pattern as used this afternoon.

Although I hope you will find both this morning’s Overture and this afternoon’s “Deming story” to be mostly
easy reading, there are times when you should be prepared to slow down and engage in some relatively
deeper study and thought—else you may find this first day will turn out to be more like half a day (depending on the speed at which you read). So it is worth my giving you some advance notice of those occasions.
Firstly, there will be a few of those “requests for action” that I described in the previous section, and it
would usually be wise not to rush through those. But, in addition, there are three short sections of the text
(each occupying no more than two pages) that are well worth reading and re-reading slowly and carefully in
order to gain a real appreciation of what they are saying and of their importance.
The first of these important sections occurs later this morning: the one titled “Deming is different”. (And
how!) Then, this afternoon, the second particularly important section follows my account of the 1920s
which, as you would now expect, will focus on understanding variation. So far I have mostly concentrated
on what Shewhart’s discoveries did not involve, namely ideas and techniques of “traditional” Statistics. In
contrast, at this stage of the afternoon I shall present a compact summary of what I’ll refer to there as
“Shewhart’s breakthrough”, covering both what the main concepts are and why they are so important in
practice. And later on, when we reach the 1950s, the last of these three vitally important short sections is
Deming’s own summary of what he taught the Japanese all those decades ago.
So each of these three short sections briefly introduces a host of features of, or strongly related to, Dr
Deming’s teaching. The more you can become really familiar with these features at this early stage, the
better prepared you will be for what you’ll find later on. If you are working on your own, you might write
some notes on the matters raised in these sections, including your thoughts about how different life would
be if you were working under or with a management that is being guided by Deming’s teaching. If you are
with a group then, of course, you have the opportunity to engage in some introductory discussion on these
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same matters. My guidance on timings should be particularly helpful to you in judging how long to spend
on such occasions.
You might find it helpful to briefly check out those three sections right now and make a note to give them
special attention when the time comes. The first section is on pages 27 and 28; the second section starts
at the bottom of page 31 and continues to the middle of page 33; and the third section is on page 35.
Finally, at the end of the day, there will be your first “Major Activity”. This one will help you to appreciate
the truth of what might initially appear to be a rather controversial claim, but which is a yet further foundation for much of what will follow. Getting all these foundations firmly in your mind will be extremely helpful
preparation for the rest of the course, and for your understanding of how and why Deming’s unique teaching is so different but yet so valuable compared with what is generally to be found elsewhere.
In addition to this afternoon’s “Deming story”, there is a broader sense in which this course is designed in a
“telling the story” mode. By and large (but not slavishly), the remaining 11 days cover Deming’s learning
and teaching in the chronological order in which they developed. That sense of how things progressed
over time, “how one thing led to another” as I’ve already expressed it, I found to be very helpful in my own
learning, and so I have always adopted the same approach in my teaching. Thus, of course, Days 2 and 3
will concentrate on the obvious starting-point: understanding variation. As you already know, Dr Walter
Shewhart’s crucially important breakthrough in this area during the 1920s was really where it all began.
How young Mr W Edwards Deming (not yet Dr Deming) became involved as early as the mid-1920s will be
included in this afternoon’s account. Days 2 and 3 will be no sophisticated academic treatise on understanding variation: instead, most of the time will be spent working with two experiments that Dr Deming
used in his seminars.
Tomorrow, on Day 2, we shall describe and work with Dr Deming’s renowned “Experiment on the Red
Beads”, performed (to the best of my knowledge) at every one of his four-day seminars from at least 1982.
(However, referring e.g. to Out of the Crisis page 300[pages 351–352], it is clear that he had been using
some version of it since the 1950s if not for longer.) I have already indicated that, when referring to “understanding variation”, we are generally concerned with how to sensibly interpret data that are generated by
“processes” or “systems”. Such data are usually recorded over time: hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, etc;
the experts often refer to these data as time-series data. But, compared with what I have just written and
as you will soon see tomorrow, the Red Beads Experiment demonstrates all too clearly how easy it is not to
interpret time-series data sensibly!
For a long while, the Red Beads Experiment was the only experiment included in the four-day seminars.
However, in his final few years, Deming also added a discussion of the “Funnel Experiment” which was
invented by Lloyd Nelson in 1986. I will give you advance notice that on Day 3 we do not merely have a
“discussion” of the Funnel Experiment: instead, during the afternoon, you will actually be carrying it out,
although in a rather more convenient form compared with Dr Nelson’s original version (now using a couple
of dice rather than a funnel and a marble!).
Deming sometimes described the Red Beads Experiment as “stupidly simple”. The same description could
easily be applied to the Funnel Experiment. So what does the Funnel Experiment demonstrate?
I expect you will be familiar with the old saying that “the road to Hell is paved with good intentions”. Deming’s version, often repeated in his seminars, was:
“The world is being ruined by best efforts.”
But what could be wrong with good intentions and best efforts? Nothing—if (and that’s a big “if”) they are
guided by genuine understanding. But if they are not so guided then those good intentions and best efforts
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may not only fail to improve matters: they can all-too-easily make things worse, sometimes much worse.
(You might be able to think of some political examples of that effect!) Early this afternoon you will find
Deming referring as follows to this phenomenon as he saw it happening in Western Electric, the company
where he met and worked with Dr Shewhart:
“ ... the harder they tried, the worse were the effects. … When anything bad occurred, they went
to work on it to try to correct it. A noble aim. There was only one little trouble—their noble efforts
did not work. Things got worse. … Sure we don’t like things which go wrong—but if we wade in
at them without understanding then we make things worse.”c
In the context of the Funnel Experiment, what’s missing is the understanding of what Deming meant by a
“stable system”. The reason I want you to try out the Funnel Experiment for yourself on Day 3 is that, if
I merely tell you about the kind of things that can happen, you might not believe me! But when they happen to you while you are carrying out the experiment, you’ll just have to believe them!
When I met and began working with Dr Deming in 1985, besides the Red Beads Experiment the majority of
the time in his four-day seminars involved his 14 Points (sometimes he called them “Obligations”) for Management, along with the “Deadly Diseases” of Western Management that need to be cured, plus a long list
of “Obstacles”—which we could regard as “minor diseases”, but diseases nonetheless. We shall study the
14 Points and the Deadly Diseases on Days 4 and 5, and the Obstacles in the afternoon of Day 7.
As a relief from the possible gloom to do with diseases, obstacles, and the fact that many managers certainly do not regard the 14 Points as “Obligations”, on Day 6 we return to the story-telling mode. The concentration there is on the way a particular company, Gallery Furniture in Houston, Texas, made a huge success of adopting the 14 Points and curing the Deadly Diseases during the 1990s, and of the resulting
effects on its business. (You might like to check out www.galleryfurniture.com to see how the company is
faring all these many years later.)
Hopefully encouraged by that story, we return on Day 7 to many of the problematic matters that are raised
in the 14 Points, etc. Day 7 includes numerous true stories to demonstrate the validity of what Deming
taught about those matters: there are also a few such stories at the end of Day 6 to provide a stark contrast
to what we will have been learning earlier about Gallery Furniture!
The content of the four-day seminars as indicated so far began to change in 1987, first steadily but then, so
it seemed, at an ever-increasing pace. Dr Deming was, of course, now in his late 80s, and so he must have
begun to realise that his time was limited, and that he had much, much more to teach.
Around that time there were three big new emphases that struck me as particularly important. They were:
•

the importance of genuine cooperation in business compared with competition and conflict;

•

the need for innovation rather than just improvement; and

•

“Joy in Work”, three little words which take the concept of “pride of workmanship” (featured in the
12th of the 14 Points) a long stride further.

We shall cover these three emphases on Day 8 (see also DemDim Part 3: “The New Climate”).
On Day 9 we shall concentrate on two topics. Firstly, the concept of a “system”. Now this was absolutely
fundamental in Deming’s thinking from his early learning with Dr Shewhart; indeed the need to regard “the
organisation as a system” featured strongly in his teaching to the Japanese in the 1950s. But in retrospect
it seems to me that, during the first couple of years that I knew him, he did not dwell as much on this as
might have been expected. But he certainly did so by, say, 1988–89. And, as my second topic here, also
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in 1989 he started talking of “Profound Knowledge”: “Profound” indeed, deep not superficial, and “Knowledge”—knowledge and understanding as compared with mere information.
Later in 1989 those two topics merged into his “System of Profound Knowledge”, much of whose content
is encountered and studied during the Second Project on Days 10 and 11. Now, “System of Profound
Knowledge” is a pretty scary phrase. In my own seminars, I rarely mentioned it until relatively late in the
event, i.e. not before much else had already been covered. But then I always enjoyed seeing the sense of
relief on my delegates’ faces when it began to dawn on them that they were already familiar with much of
what is contained in the System of Profound Knowledge from what they had learned earlier in the seminar!
Similarly, here the System of Profound Knowledge as such is largely left until quite late in the course. But,
again as in the seminars, you will find that, by that time, much of it will not be new to you. That being the
case, there will now be an even greater emphasis on the “system” nature of Deming’s teaching, i.e. the way
that things link together, including the four parts of the System of Profound Knowledge: no longer just lots
of “bits and pieces” but instead a strongly coordinated whole. I believe we should regard the System of
Profound Knowledge as Dr Deming’s attempt to bring together and consolidate his whole long life’s learning as a rich legacy for us from which to continue learning after he was no longer with us.
And lastly, the process of beginning to bring it all together—and making it happen—is the subject of our
12th and final day. And I must surely emphasise “beginning” to do that. You have already seen me using
the phrase “lifelong learning” near the top of page 13. Believe me: if this is not lifelong learning then I cannot imagine what is. I hope you were not deluded by the title of this course to think that it will all be over by
the end of the 12th day! Perhaps I should have simply titled Day 12 as “The End of the Beginning”.
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QUALITY, THEORY, PHILOSOPHY, MANAGEMENT, …
How can we describe Dr Deming and his work? Dr Deming is sometimes referred to as a “quality guru”
and, in an unpublished booklet that I once read, as “the father figure of the modern quality revolution; perhaps the number one guru”. When I read that booklet, those attributions made me feel a little uneasy.
However, if a “guru” is indeed, as quoted there, “a good man, a wise man and a teacher” then I have no
problem with it, for I know that all three parts of that description were wholly appropriate to Dr Deming. It
was the word “quality” that concerned me, for it occurred to me that, to my recollection, I didn’t hear Dr
Deming refer to “quality” very much during the final few years of his life.
However, rather than just depending on memory, I thought I should attempt to find some evidence. So
I tried watching and listening carefully to T
! he Deming of America—and carrying out some word-counts.
Would you believe, throughout that hour-long video, Dr Deming only mentioned “quality” three times! The
first mention was:
“Our quality does not stand up. Not many years ago—70 years ago, 80 years ago—this country
made half the manufactured product of the world.”
The second mention was in a phrase that I had heard from him time and time again:
“Quality is made at the top.”
0"1)+$'&2$34&1/4*$%5"$64-74$'&88&6)$-)$"8)&$9)&,+64"*$1.)12:2-)-./8#;<$&.$=&2>?&&>$:"/+$%@$

The red box indicates there will now be a Pause for Thought or Activity which is immediately followed by
some relevant commentary. My commentary 0
will be in the subsequent shaded red box. So always try to
avoid looking inside the shaded box—just a single sentence in this case—while you’re thinking about
what the “request for action” is asking you to do. Preferably cover it up with something!

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT 1–a
“Quality is made at the top.” Do you agree, and why?

The quality of what a company provides for its customers, product and/or service, results from how the
top management runs the company—and how the company is run depends on top management’s values, principles, priorities and knowledge.
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And then, as a case in point, Dr Deming’s third and final mention of “quality” was:
“Sure we want good results. But if you manage by results, quality goes down, morale goes down.”
!"#$,-..-/012$)/-$34*5#5$,-($!"-*2")$4(#$4.5-$-1$6-(78--7$942#$:;$

Unlike a red box, a green box indicates an Activity or Pause for Thought with no associated box of commentary.

0

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT 1–b
Why do you think Dr Deming said that, if you manage by results, both quality and morale go down?

(If you cannot think of reasons now, be sure that you will find plenty as the course progresses.)

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT 1–c
I welI remember a time that I met up with an old acquaintance. I hadn’t seen him for a while, so he
didn’t know of my change in career and interests (and university)—he thought I still lectured in Mathematical Statistics somewhere else. “So what Department are you in, here at this university?”, he asked.
“The Quality Unit”, I said. His face dropped. “Quality? Ugh!”
Why do you think that the word “Quality” might have provoked such a negative reaction?

(For brief discussion see Appendix page 6.)
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So, with only three “hits” for “quality” in the video, I thought it worth counting how many times Dr Deming
said “management”. Rather more: 14! (And, of course, there were yet more if one also counted “manage”,
“manager”, etc.) That’s more like it. Deming’s teaching, certainly during the time that I knew him, was not
directly about quality: it was about management and, in particular, the kind of management which produces
quality—in the broadest sense of those words.
Interestingly, he came up with the word “theory” 11 times in the video. And that is how he most usually
described his work, as:
THEORY OF MANAGEMENT.
Now, “theory” is a word which tends to put some people off. They think of “theory as opposed to practice”, “it’s all right in theory but it won’t work in practice”, etc, i.e. their image is that theory and practice are
at opposite ends of a spectrum. But that is not how Dr Deming used the word. As a neat indication of how
he saw it, here is just part of a sentence from his 1960 book, Sample Design in Business Research:
“... the theoretical statistician, one who guides his practice with the help of theory ...”
And this use of the word does not just apply to statisticians! In Deming’s mind, the very purpose of theory
is to help guide better practice. And if a theory does not do that then it’s not good theory and it needs
modifying or even abandoning (c.f. the Deming Cycle on Day 11).
Dr Deming’s opening words in one of the many four-day seminars at which I was present summarised it
pretty well. He rose slowly to his feet, smiled gently at the 600-strong audience, and said:
“This may be a new experience: you have come to learn. You may have come for a formula. There
is no formula. There is no Step 1, Step 2, Step 3, ... . We are going to learn a whole lot more.
We’re going to learn theory. We’re going to learn why we have to do what we have to do.”
“ … why we have to do what we have to do.” I think there could be no better description of what Dr Deming meant when he used that word “theory”. Theory helps us to understand and think logically: to get
those little grey cells (as Hercule Poirot would call them) working for us more constructively and successfully than ever before. Rather similarly I recall when, at another four-day seminar, Deming was answering a
question from a delegate. I cannot remember the question but I certainly remember part of his answer. It
was: “I do not want you to do something because ‘Deming said so’. I want you to do it because you
understand why ‘Deming said so’.”
Another word that is often used to describe Deming’s work is “philosophy”: the Deming philosophy of management. If you don’t like the word “theory” then it’s pretty certain that you won’t be enthused by the word
“philosophy” either! But what is a “philosophy”? A brief way of describing it is as a “way of thinking”. But
surely what we do is largely governed by the way we think. So “philosophy” might be rather practical as
well ...
Finally, just as a passing comment for now but of great relevance to what follows later in the course, here
are two other word-counts from Dr Deming’s contributions to The Deming of America. He used the word
“system” no less than 24 times, and the word “optimisation” 11 times (just as often as “theory”), invariably
in the context of “optimisation of the system”. As one of my main themes which are heard in this Overture,
these words are of fundamental importance.
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THE ATTRACTION OF DEMING’S WORK
Let me tell you now what first really began to attract me seriously to Deming’s work. It wasn’t the statistical
ideas (as you might have thought, because of my background as a statistician). It was the fact that his
teaching was so human! I saw and heard so much genuine, warm respect and empathy for humanity, individually and collectively. It was from him that I first heard ideas like “a company’s most important asset is
its people”. But he really meant it (unlike some others from whom I’ve heard similar words). I heard scorn
of management whose first reaction when anything goes wrong is to look around for whom to blame, the
scapegoat. I heard passionate criticism of unemployment—or rather of management, and indeed government, that brings it about, be it accidental or intentional. It wasn’t that he was thinking about the cost of
supporting the unemployed. In contrast, it was the cost of the waste of human potential and self-respect
that concerned him. For confirmation, one could open his book Out of the Crisis at the very first page of its
Preface—there’s no need to even get into the main text! Here’s a brief extractd from that page (in which I
wish the first few words were really true):
“It is no longer socially acceptable to dump employees on to the heap of unemployed. Loss of
market, and resulting unemployment, are not foreordained. They are not inevitable. They are manmade.”
What else? Something that particularly appealed to me (I guess maybe because of my mathematical background) was the fact that his approach is eminently logical, scientific—in the best sense of those words.
I discovered (although not immediately) that everything he came up with was very carefully and logically
thought through, with plenty of supporting evidence. And I liked that—I don’t like taking things on faith, or
on trust—I never have: I want reasons. Call me a “Doubting Thomas” if you must.
And what else? His philosophy of management is wholly system- or process-orientated. It sees things
(including, very much, things to do with people) as full of interconnections, interdependences, interrelationships—as opposed to being largely isolated from each other. When I eventually realised that that was the
nature of Deming’s work, it rang very true to me. Consider e.g. what I just said about looking for a scapegoat. A natural consequence of his thinking (and Shewhart’s) is that, when something goes wrong, it’s far
more often the case that that’s due to the system within which people are working and living, rather than
being attributable to the people themselves. What obviously follows is that it’s far more often the case that
it’s the system that needs things doing to it, not the people. The Major Activity which concludes this first
day of the course is directly related to this aspect of Deming’s teaching.
I wonder if that surprises you. Don’t worry. This is still rather new thinking for many people. And, almost
by definition, new thinking is bound to be surprising.
I hope that this course will provide for you a good start to breaking through familiar old thinking, and to
catching more than a glimpse of what seems to me to be a very refreshing breakthrough from the depressing, demoralising, bureaucratic, judgmental, blame-ridden, dog-eat-dog, inhuman nature of what manifests
itself as “quality” in the view of much of modern management, and indeed modern government.
So it is no accident that “government” features in the full title of Dr Deming’s final book: The New Economics for Industry, Government, Education. How, for example, can industry survive and succeed if it is hampered by poor government and education systems which do not understand the needs of the future?
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Here is an example of a “request for action” that is exceedingly open-ended. You could content yourself
0 that come into your mind. Or it could be the subject of a
by writing some notes on the first few thoughts
number of PhD theses! Since I’m calling this an “Activity” (not even a “Major Activity”!) I am indicating
that my preference lies toward the former of those two extremes!

ACTIVITY 1–d
Considering the breadth indicated in the title of Dr Deming’s final book: The New Economics for Industry, Government, Education, it will be worthwhile for you to spend a little time thinking about the ways
that the Government and Education systems in your country help or hinder Industry, and the quality of
what it produces and provides. How might they be improved? And, again referring to that title, how
might some “old” views of Economics also be a hindrance, and what might “New” views take into
account?

In such an Activity you are not expected to be able to set the world to rights! Its purpose is to trigger
some thoughts that might help you to make some useful connections as the course progresses.
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0
PAUSE FOR THOUGHT
1–e
This is today’s final Pause for Thought and it goes to the opposite extreme compared with the previous Activity. Here I’m just asking you to consider briefly something very simple in preparation for discussion tomorrow. No calculations, no deep thought—just quickly jot down a couple of opinions for
future reference.

Suppose you are the manager of a telephone call centre. A performance-monitoring scheme is in operation. For each member of staff who is being checked in any particular week, 50 of her callers are
phoned back and asked whether or not they were satisfied with how their enquiries had been dealt
with. The average satisfaction rate is around 80%, i.e. on average 40 of the callers turn out to have
been satisfied—or, looking on the negative side, on average 10 of the callers were dissatisfied.
At the end of each week you hold a “progress meeting” to comment on the results. Let’s look on the
grim side to start with! How much worse than the average of 10 dissatisfied callers would the result
need to be for you to feel justified in at least cautioning the member of staff concerned: “Watch it! Take
more care! This isn’t good enough!”? Any result worse than average, i.e. 11 or more dissatisfied customers? Actually, it’s not unknown for a person to be criticised if she gets just the 10 dissatisfied customers: after all, using a not-uncommon phrase, that’s “only average”.
Please note that I am not indicating my approval of this or any other such scheme! To criticise people
simply because, according to some set of results, they appear below average or even “only average”
is, I suggest, a rather dubious judgment mechanism. After all, that means you’re bound to be criticising around half of them even if they are all performing brilliantly!

Naturally, we would not expect everyone to get exactly 10 dissatisfied callers and 40 satisfied callers
every week (something to do with understanding variation!). Sometimes the result of the count will be
better than average, sometimes worse. But !how much better or worse would it be reasonable for us to
expect “just by chance”?
So, to repeat the above question, how much worse than the average of 10 dissatisfied callers would the
result need to be for you to feel justified in at least cautioning the member of staff concerned? 12 dissatisfied callers? 13 dissatisfied callers? 14? What performance level do you feel, as the manager,
would warrant your attention? I am not asking for any logical argument here: just write down your “gut
feel”.
…………… dissatisfied callers.
On the bright side, how much better than the average of 10 dissatisfied callers would a result need to
be for you to feel justified in congratulating the member of staff: “Well done! Nice work! Keep it up!”?
9 dissatisfied callers? 8 dissatisfied callers? 7 dissatisfied callers? Fewer?

…………… dissatisfied callers.
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Let me briefly comment on the matter of averages. For in the case of people who cannot understand
averages, we shall have to work very hard to help them to understand variation!
Careless thought about the concept of “average” can have various peculiar consequences, either serious
or humorous depending upon circumstances. I relate a few near the end of DemDim Chapter 10: “Failures with Figures”. For example, Dr Deming was once told of the occasion when the Trades Union Congress in Britain voted on the motion that no wage in the country should be below average. Apparently it
failed by just three votes. Deming wryly commented: “How I wish it had succeeded!”. The TUC may have
been following the example of the Australian Minister of Labour who was quoted as having said in 1973
that “We look forward to the day when everybody will receive more than the average wage”. Even Jim
McIngvale, who will tell the story of his company Gallery Furniture here on Day 6, confesses when he fell
into the same trap: “Of the 80 salespeople we had, 10 to 15 turned over [fired or quit] every month—and
management wondered why half were still below average” (Day 6 page 10).
Sadly, in recent years, I have heard British politicians making what seem to be similar judgments not just
about individuals but about hospitals and schools and branches of the police. The typical argument is
that those which are below average should have something done to them to bring them above average.
The other half are above average already, so why aren’t the rest? Think about it!
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DEMING IS DIFFERENT
As I hope you may already have begun to appreciate, the Deming philosophy is different, and not just a little different, from what we hear elsewhere about management and quality and work and business—and
people. And yet, as I hope you’ll also increasingly appreciate as we work through this course, it has a persuasive and inevitable logic about it.

How different?
If you are still not persuaded that it’s that different, I think you will be after this couple of pages. I’m now
going to throw at you a whole heap of “bits and pieces”—lots of themes for the Overture, with very little
“musack” in between. Not, of course, that I’m expecting you to immediately accept all of these “bits and
pieces” just because I’m including them here. Be sure, the arguments in their support will soon come; and,
who knows, before long it may be you that will be providing them!
•

Dr Deming’s focus was on the longer rather than the shorter term. If you are looking for the next
short-term quick fix, this is the wrong place. Besides which, this world has far too many of those
already. (If, like the Japanese did in the 1950s, you become serious about what Deming had to
teach, you will get some short-term benefits, but you should regard them as bonuses rather than
expectations. To aim for them will take your eye off the longer term.)
From the 1990s, Japan (along with some other countries) has, as we know, suffered some economic
problems. And certain people have pointed to those difficulties and said in effect: “There you are.
I told you so. This Japan stuff (or quality stuff, or Deming stuff) doesn’t work, does it?”. Two brief
facts should be observed. First, Deming’s teaching in Japan was almost entirely to their manufacturing industry (in addition to their Census) rather than to the financial sector or to government. Second, his main teaching to the Japanese was in the quite short period 1950–52. To point, far more
than half a century later, to problems which, as I understand it, were primarily caused by parts of the
Japanese picture with which Deming had little contact even that long while ago, and claim that consequently “Deming doesn’t work”, does seem to me to be a trifle unreasonable.

•

He was concerned not with mere change but with transformation of Western style of management
(his own term for it).

•

He was working toward the very best imaginable way of managing, working, governing, living.

•

His aim was to develop a management style, management environment, management system for
the benefit, the best benefit and gain, of everyone concerned: employers, employees, suppliers,
customers, shareholders, the environment—in the longer term, yes: you obviously can’t do all that
overnight.

•

He was of course concerned, as I am, not only with painting the picture of this optimum system,
but with enabling good understanding on the part of everyone involved as to why it is the best
way of doing things. And I do mean “best”: I have already pointed out his fondness for the phrase
“optimisation of the system”—and “optimum” is Latin for “best”.

So what kind of environment is this Deming “optimum” system?
•

It’s certainly one in which far greater respect is paid to what psychologists call “intrinsic” motivation, as opposed to “extrinsic” motivation which is sadly far more familiar in modern management
and government.
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•

It’s an environment in which genuine fulfilment, and indeed joy, in learning and in work is crucial.

•

It’s one in which the emphasis is far more on driving fear out rather than driving it in—it is the latter which may currently be rather more familiar to you.

•

It’s one in which management and leadership are understood to be about helping people to do a
better job, rather than merely trying to frighten or bribe them into it (which again, unfortunately, is
likely to be more familiar to you).

•

It’s an environment in which the bad, destructive, wasteful aspects of competition and conflict are
understood, so that these are increasingly replaced by the huge and multiplying benefits of genuine cooperation for mutual benefit of all concerned.

•

It’s an environment in which there is no place, no sense, nothing to be gained, by ranking people,
groups, divisions, and indeed whole organisations, otherwise known as league-tabling, with punishment or reward depending upon the position in that league table.

•

It’s an environment in which there is no place, no sense, nothing to be gained, by practices such
as lowest-tender contracting, management by objectives, merit pay, performance-related pay,
pay for performance; and no place, no sense, nothing to be gained, by setting arbitrary numerical
targets, goals, quotas, and again judging success or failure accordingly.

•

It’s an environment that brings things together, rather than splitting them up e.g. into individual
cost-centres, profit-centres, and the like.

•

It’s an environment that essentially recognises and builds upon constructive and positive good
sense, rather than merely expecting the worst and having to concentrate on protecting yourself
against it. Rather than “making the best of a bad job”, let’s transform the “bad job” into a good
one.

Now, that was quite a mouthful. I know it—I warned you! But, a word of caution. I’m not arguing for the
appropriateness of all of these things in isolation. (I think you can for some, but not for others.) And, of
course, some—maybe many—aspects of what I have just thrown at you will not be practical in the circumstances in which you personally currently find yourself. I know that, too. But I will argue that they are all
necessary features of that optimum system, that most profitable and advantageous environment, the best
way of doing things. If we head out in this direction, wisely and with understanding, there will be much to
gain along the way. And the further we go, the necessity to tackle those features I’ve just mentioned which
haven’t yet been addressed will become ever more clear. For otherwise they will increasingly form wasteful, costly obstacles to continued progress.
During these last few years it is notable that, at long last, some attitudes about targets seem to be changing. It was in 2012 that, in a BBC radio interview, I heard a manager talking about getting rid of numerical
targets. The immediate challenge from the interviewer was “But, without targets, how can you know
whether or not you are successful?”. (It occurs to me that that question could be worthy of a further
“Pause for Thought”!) In contrast, nowadays it is becoming quite common for commentators to refer to
the “target culture” in a highly negative and critical manner. Maybe some of the true stories which we
shall see on Days 6 and 7 and other similar accounts have helped to change attitudes.
But, in his four-day seminars 35 and more years ago, Dr Deming was already warning about the problems that numerical targets are bound to create (particularly in discussion on the 11th of his 14 Points). If
only more people—especially those in management and government—had listened and learned.
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SOME LIGHT RELIEF!
Let’s have a little light relief after all that heavy challenge! There are numerous websites containing quotations over many decades which we can now easily recognise as having been, let’s say, incorrect. Here are
some of my favourites, in chronological order.
*+)!,-.)/0!12!3$!-1/0!4,3)/!56,3!#2!120)62#-!3)3,!76100)2!8$!91--1#3!:60,2;!<6)/1.)20!,5!9)/0)62!=-)40614;!0+)!
>3)614#2!4,33?214#01,2/!4,3'#2$;!12!%@AB&!
!
“This ‘telephone’ has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as a means of communication. The device is inherently of no value to us.”!
C)D0!4,3)/!0+)!7)--EF2,72!/0#0)3)20!56,3!G4,001/+!3#0+)3#0141#2!#2.!'+$/141/0;!H,6.!I)-J12;!12!%@KL&!
!
“I can flatly state that heavier-than-air flying machines are impossible.”
M?3'12(!120,!0+)!NO0+!P)20?6$!7)!+#J)!"#J1.!G#62,55Q/!#//,41#0)/!12!6)/',2/)!0,!+1/!?6(12(/!5,6!12J)/03)20!12!
6#.1,!/,3)!013)!12!0+)!%KNO/&
“The wireless music box has no imaginable commercial value. Who would pay for a message sent
to nobody in particular?”
*+)2!7)!+#J)!R#66$;!,2)!,5!0+)!5,?6!9#62)6!S6,0+)6/;!7+,!12!%KNA!#/F).&!
!
!
“Who the hell wants to hear actors talk?”!
!
=J)2!>-8)60!=12/0)12!7#/!2,0!0,!8)!-)50!,?0!,5!3$!-1/0T!!U2!%KVN!+)!/#1.&!
!
!
WThere is not the slightest indication that nuclear energy will ever be obtainable.”
X,J12(!120,!3$!,72!-15)013)!YZ?/0[\!0+)6)!7#/!0+)!5#3,?/!'6).1401,2!12!%K]V!8$!*+,3#/!9#0/,2;!P+#163#2!,5!
USX&!
!
!
“I think there is a world market for maybe five computers.”
:2! C)7! ^)#6Q/! "#$! %KBN! 0+)! S)#0-)/! .6,J)! .,72! 0,! H,2.,2! .?612(! #! 8-12.12(! /2,7/0,63! 0,! #?.101,2! 5,6! 0+)!
")44#!_)4,6.12(!P,3'#2$T!!U0!.1.2Q0!.,!0+)3!#2$!(,,.T!!9+1-)!6)Z)4012(!0+)3;!")44#Q/!"14F!_,7)!0,-.!0+)16!3#2E
#()6&!
!
“We don’t like their sound, and guitar groups are on their way out, Mr Epstein.”!
!
M?/0!6,,3!5,6!,2)!3,6)!,2!4,3'?0)6/;!V]!$)#6/!#50)6!X6!9#0/,2Q/!#8,J)T!!*+1/!7#/!56,3!I)2!:-/)2;!<6)/1.)20;!
P+#163#2!#2.!`,?2.)6!,5!0+)!"1(10#-!=a?1'3)20!P,6',6#01,2!12!%KAA&!
!
“There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home.”!
Amusing, yes? But serious too. To put it bluntly and pragmatically, each quotation represents rejection or,
at least, serious delay of a massive opportunity for profit! Why were the opportunities rejected? Simply
because the proposals were too different from what people were used to and expected, too different from
what was commonplace understanding and “knowledge” at the time.
And Dr Deming came up with a whole philosophy of management which is very different from what people
are used to today, from that which is commonplace understanding and “knowledge” at this time. Are we
going to laugh and reject that too?
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DAY 1 (afternoon): THE DEMING STORY
Early 1900s: The story begins
!William Edwards Deming was born on 14 October 1900. (Why “Edwards” rather than “Edward”? Edwards
was his mother’s maiden name.) Times were hard, and the family moved home twice before the youngster
was seven years old, in search of land and work.
After graduating from high school, the young man entered the University of Wyoming. He majored in Electrical Engineering and received his Bachelor’s degree in 1921. He stayed there for a further year, studying
Mathematics and teaching Engineering. He was then invited to teach at the Colorado School of Mines, and
obtained a Master’s degree in Mathematics and Physics from the University of Colorado in 1924. He
gained his doctorate in Mathematical Physics from Yale in 1928.!

The 1920s: New statistics in manufacturing
I have mentioned the 1920s several times during the Overture, and so you know what’s coming here. Yes:
Dr Walter Shewhart at the Western Electric Company, and understanding variation. How did Deming get
involved with Shewhart at this early stage? The answer is simple: by great good luck! But, without that
great good luck, the industrial history of the world during the 20th Century may have turned out very differently.
Just like many students these days, Mr Deming (as, of course, he still was at the time) had to “work his way
through college”: he needed to find temporary jobs to raise money in order to finance his studies. And in
the summers of 1925 and 1926 he just happened to obtain temporary employment at the Western Electric
Company in Chicago. He heard about Shewhart’s work, he met him, he learned from him, and what he
learned from Dr Shewhart turned out to form the foundation-stone upon which the whole of his life’s work
was subsequently built.
Shewhart, in so many ways, became Deming’s mentor.!! A mentor is a priceless asset: someone in whom
we can trust, and from whom we can thus confidently learn. Deming had found his mentor, and he repeatedly attributed the source of much of his most important learning as being Walter Shewhart. Not just for
the statistical aspects of the Deming philosophy but much else besides, including systems thinking, operational definitions, the well-known PDSA (Plan-Do-Study-Act) improvement cycle (which many call the Deming Cycle but to which he always referred as the S
" hewhart Cycle), and much more. We shall learn about all
of these topics during the course.
But let me quote Deming directly from his dedication in the 1980 reprint of Shewhart’s famous 1931 book:
Economic Control of Quality of Manufactured Product. He said: “Study of Dr Shewhart’s great book ... will
bring better living to people the world over”. And he praised certain chapters of that book as being “a masterpiece on the meaning of quality”. It is notable that, whereas many speak of Deming in such terms as
“the father of quality”, he referred to Shewhart in wholly similar terms. “To Shewhart,” he continued, “quality control meant every activity and every technique that can contribute to better living ... His book emphasises the need for continual search for better knowledge about materials, how they behave in manufacture,
and how the product behaves in use. Economic manufacture requires achievement of statistical control in
the process and statistical control of measurements. It requires improvement of the process in every …
feasible way.”!!
Even today, most people’s interpretation of that word “quality” is still hopelessly narrow and limited compared with Shewhart’s understanding in his great book from so long ago.!!
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Because of their importance, let us learn something of the circumstances in which Shewhart’s great discoveries took place, as that will help us to understand much better the prime purpose of those discoveries.
People in the Western Electric Company at that time were heavily involved in the development of telephone
technology and related equipment. They were investing massively to increase their knowledge and ability.
Their improvement efforts paid handsome dividends for a considerable time. But gradually that improvement activity began to “run out of steam”: it was achieving less and less. They were still working as hard if
not harder than before, spending much money, time, effort, and probably emotion (for improvement can
get to you like that) on trying to make things better. Deming told the story during a presentation in Versailles, France in 1989 (which has already been introduced in the optional excursion into the Appendix from
page 10). Here are two extracts (part of which you’ve already seen on page 18) from his account, and from
which we shall quote more fully on Day 3:!!
“ ... the harder they tried, the worse were the effects. The more they tried to shrink variation, the
larger it got. They were naturally also interested in cutting costs. When anything bad occurred,
they went to work on it to try to correct it. A noble aim. There was only one little trouble—their
noble efforts did not work. Things got worse.”
As he explained it just a little later in his presentation:!!
“ ... they were failing to understand the difference between common causes and special causes,
and that mixing them up makes things worse. ... Sure we don’t like things which go wrong—but if
we wade in at them without understanding [of the two types of variation] then we make things worse.”
(The adjectives “common” and “special” in this context are defined on the next page.) So, with its purpose
and ability to differentiate between the two types of variation, Shewhart’s control chart was actually created
to provide guidance for improvement. What kinds of interpretations of data, and what kinds of resulting
actions, will help you to improve? But, to many people, that’s still a new emphasis. Most people who use
the control chart at all use it only for monitoring purposes, as a sort of early-warning device. If the data lie
within the control limits which are the crucial feature of the chart, and continue to do so, all is regarded as
being well, and people may relax and think of other things. But then if, say, the process starts to drift in
some way, the control chart signals the onset of trouble, so that corrective action may be taken before the
trouble becomes too serious. Now, I’m not saying that it’s wrong to use the control chart in that way. Of
course not: it fulfils that role very well. I’m simply saying that if that’s all you are using the control chart for
then you’re missing out on the main purpose for which Shewhart created it. His main purpose was to
provide guidance for the type of actions that will lead to improvement, to making things better—not just to
keeping things as they are, which is all that the monitoring use of the control chart provides and, indeed, all
that it is intended to provide.!!
This difference in understanding of purpose is fundamental. Deming’s life’s work was all about providing
guidance for decisions and actions which will lead to improvement, and to stop doing things which cause
harm and make things worse. Shewhart’s breakthrough was the first massive stride on that great journey.!

Shewhart’s breakthrough
Earlier I described Shewhart’s work in the 1920s as a “crucially important breakthrough” in understanding
variation. It would be unfair of me to express it in such radiant terms without providing you with a more
comprehensive survey of that main theme from the Overture, along with some of its implications. But
beware, these will just be the “bare bones”—and so it’s worth pointing out two facts about a skeleton: it
usually (a) contains quite a lot of bones and (b) does not look very friendly! So, if you’re at all uneasy with
some of what you read here, please be patient—I will soon provide you with plenty of flesh to put on those
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bones, particularly during the next two days of this course, and I think you’ll find it looking far more friendly
with the flesh attached! (Stats-level 00 students—you do need to carefully read through what follows here!)
So here are ten rather sizable “bare bones”. You’ve seen several fragments already, but hopefully this will
join some of them together as well as adding plenty more. Take it steady—there’s a lot here.
1. Good quality of a product or service surely implies that it can be described in such terms as reliable, dependable, predictable—no nasty surprises. The quality of a service or product depends on
the processes used to make the product or carry out the service, and the management of those
processes. The adjectives just used to represent good quality can largely be summed up by “low
variation”. Recall the use of “uniformity” in the inscription on the Deming Medal (today’s page 2):
uniformity implies very low variation! Processes that are exhibiting high levels of variation need to
be improved: they are unreliable, not dependable—full of nasty surprises. Their variation needs to
be reduced.
You might have been a little more comfortable with the word “variability” rather than “variation”. But
the latter is what just about everybody uses in this context, and clearly the two words have essentially
the same meaning.

2. Variation cannot be reduced if it is not understood. Shewhart’s “breakthrough in understanding
variation” was that, fundamentally, processes suffer from just two types of variation. Correspondingly, there are two general types of causes of variation.
3. One type of variation is inherent to the process and the circumstances in which it is being operated—the way it has been designed, built, set up, the way people have been trained to use it, and
the environment in which it operates, including physical and cultural matters and management
style. So these are all factors that are present for the relatively “long haul”—they are not just temporary (unless something is done about them). Shewhart called them “constant” causes—because
they are constantly present. A careless mathematician might possibly misinterpret that adjective: in
Mathematics, something being “constant” means that it is “not varying”, so the careless misinterpretation might be that they do not cause any variation! That’s obviously wrong: the truth is that
they are one of the two types of causes of variation. The valid inference is instead that the nature of
the resulting variation is unchanging because the causes of that variation are effectively unchanging. Deming referred to Shewhart’s “constant” causes as “common” causes of variation.
4. Whereas the common causes are always there (until the process gets changed in some way—
hopefully improved!), the process’s variation may also sometimes be affected by additional causes
that are not there all the time—perhaps some one-off happenings or a temporary change in something which has an important influence on how the process behaves. Of course, such additional
causes may occur quite often, but if their effect is so small as not to materially affect the way the
process behaves then obviously we can’t do much about them, and don’t need to. We can only
notice them if there is something to be noticed, i.e. if we can recognise that the nature of the variation changes. Shewhart referred to such additional causes—ones which do noticeably affect the
variation—as “assignable” causes of variation; Deming called them “special” causes.
5. Processes that are not suffering from such special causes, i.e. are exhibiting variation whose nature
does not noticeably change, are said to be “in statistical control” or, more simply, “stable” or “predictable”. The “prediction” is that the nature of the variation will continue to be effectively the same
into the future unless special causes arrive on the scene to change matters.
6. Processes which are being affected by special causes are said to be “out of statistical control” or
“unstable” or “unpredictable”—we cannot now predict with any justification how the variation will
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behave in the future. That will remain the case until the special causes are identified and either
removed or, at least, have their effects negated or mitigated in some way.
7. There are obvious ramifications regarding the vital matter of process improvement. If a process is
out of statistical control then special causes are affecting it and it is necessary to identify those special causes and deal with them first. Otherwise, if you try to improve the process, how could you
tell whether a subsequent change in the nature of the variation is actually due to the improvement
attempt rather than to special-cause effects?
8. On the other hand, if the process is in statistical control but you don’t like the amount of variation it
is producing, the only way to reduce that variation is to improve the process itself. In other words,
the need is to tackle some of the “long haul” common causes which otherwise will, of course,
remain there and continue producing the amount of variation that you don’t like.
9. The purpose of Shewhart’s control chart is to help us to discriminate between the two states: is the
process in or out of statistical control? Without it, it’s often not as easy as it might sound.
10. Quality tools and techniques, and the thinking underlying them, are often regarded as relevant only
on the manufacturing “shop floor” and in administration processes and paperwork and the like.
This is a bad mistake. They are, of course, very important in such contexts. But in a table on page
27[37] of his final book: The New Economics for Industry, Government, Education, Dr Deming made
the observation that only 3% of the potential gains from the “statistical control of quality”, i.e. acting
based on understanding of the causes of variation, come from such areas. (Recall from page 12 that
those page numbers refer to page 27 of the Third Edition and page 37 of the Second Edition.) He described
the application of the statistical control of quality to overall business strategy and companywide
systems such as personnel, training, purchasing, legal and financial matters etc, i.e. to the management of the organisation, as:
“Here are the big gains, 97%, waiting.”e
If the 3% is big (and it is), the 97% is massive.

1930s–1940s: New statistics in non-manufacturing
So it did all start with some new statistical thinking and methods in a manufacturing context. Regrettably, a
few generations later, some people still seem to think that was all Dr Deming’s work was about, and all that
it is relevant to. Nothing could be further from the truth. For a start, apart from his temporary work at
Western Electric, Deming was never employed in a primarily manufacturing environment. His first permanent employment was in USDA, the United States Department of Agriculture (OK: still “manufacturing” of a
kind, but obviously a rather different type). His appointment there was as a Mathematical Physicist—that
was still his main area of expertise back then. Twelve years later, in 1939, he was appointed Head Mathematician and Adviser in Sampling at the National Bureau of the Census—again, hardly manufacturing! His
work there, particularly with the 1940 American Census, turned out to be supremely successful, and it was
in this capacity that he first attracted some international attention. In fact his first visit to Japan, soon after
the end of the Second World War, was primarily to work with the Japanese Census.

1950s–1960s: “The theory of a system, and cooperation”
Does that heading seem familiar? I’ll remind you a little later of where you first saw it.
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A further visit to Japan, again to work with the Census, was planned for the early summer of 1950. By this
time, Dr Deming’s name and reputation had become known to Ken-ichi Koyanagi, Managing Director of the
Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers. Accordingly, Koyanagi issued the all-important invitation for Dr Deming to also teach
concepts and methods for the achievement of quality in industry.
During that visit, his teaching not only reached hundreds of engineers, plant managers, research workers, and so on, but it also
reached top management. A particularly famous meeting was
held in July 1950 with the 21 top industrialists of the country present, a meeting later described as the occasion at which Dr Deming
had in that one room 8
" 0% of the industrial capital in Japan right
there in front of him. Deming regarded that as his breakthrough:
that the top people came to listen and learn from him.
But there was another important reason why the Japanese listened to, and learned from, Deming. Koyanagi expressed it well
on page 8 of The Deming Prize (1960):!!
“Most of the Japanese were in a servile spirit as the vanKen-ichi Koyanagi with Dr Deming
quished, and among Allied personnel there were not a few
with an air of importance "[which I imagine was something of an understatement]. In striking contrast, Dr
Deming showed his warm cordiality to every Japanese whom he met. ... His high personality deeply
impressed all those who learned from him and became acquainted with him. ... The sincerity and
enthusiasm with which he did his best for us still lives and will live forever in the memory of all concerned.”
But what did the Japanese learn from him? How did he do his best for them? Was it just “Statistics”?
That is what some well-known writers claim. For example, in the Sunday Times (London, 14 February
1988), Tom Peters asked: “Should you follow W Edwards Deming, father of the Japanese quality revolution,
through Statistical Process Control?”. Important though SPC is, I think it must have taken a little more than
that! First let me show you a slightly longer version of the entry in Dr Deming’s diary that I quoted earlier
(from page 6 of Ceil Kilian’s superb biography The World of W Edwards Demingf):
“The lectures are being held at the Japan Medical Association in Ochanomizu. ... Over 600 men had
applied, and the limit was finally over-strained to 230. Professor Masuyama and assistants will
teach the statistical control of quality in the afternoon. I shall teach during the forenoon the theory
of a system, and cooperation.”
[my italics]. There you are—that’s where this section’s heading came from: his own diary. Deming was con-

tent, on this occasion and presumably others, to leave the teaching of Statistics to his assistants, while he
concentrated on the really important matters.
What did he mean by “the theory of a system, and cooperation”? There follows an abbreviated form of his
own seven-point summary of his teaching in Japan during that summer; for the full version see The World
of W Edwards Deming pages 24–27.
The two diagrams shown on the next page, or close variants of them, will be seen again, particularly on
Days 9 and 4 respectively. Their importance is indicated by the fact that they appear (one of them in
slightly expanded form) as early as page 3[pages 3–4] in Out of the Crisis—right up front! I shall generally
refer to the “flow diagram” which heads Deming’s list here as the “Organisation Viewed as a System”!.
More than once I heard Dr Deming describe this as the most important diagram that he had ever drawn
throughout the whole of his life.
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A Summary of Teachings to Top Management and to Engineers in Japan
1. The flow diagram shown here was on the blackboard at every conference with top management:
Design
and
redesign
Suppliers of
materials and
equipment
Receipt and
A
test of
materials

B

Consumer
research
Consumers

Distribution
Production, assembly, inspection

C
D

Tests of processes,
machines, methods,
costs

2. Quality is determined by the management. Outgoing quality can not be better than the intentions of
the management.
(Do you remember “Quality is made at the top” from the Overture?)

3. The consumer is most important. What will help him in the future? Strive for long-term relationships with your customers.
4. Your supplier is your partner. Make him your partner. Work together on continual improvement of
quality. Develop a long-term relationship with a supplier in a spirit of mutual trust and cooperation.
Supplier and customer will both win.
5. Chain reaction from improvement of processes:
Improve
processes
and
product

Costs
decrease

Capture the
market with
better quality
and lower price

Stay
in
business

Provide
jobs
and
more jobs

An updated version of the Chain Reaction appears on Out of the Crisis page 3 (both editions). There the
final three steps stay the same. The first step becomes simply “Improve quality”. But the second step is
greatly expanded to show why costs decrease: “Costs decrease because of less rework, fewer mistakes,
fewer delays, snags; better use of machine-time and materials”. And a new step is inserted before “Capture the market …”: “Productivity improves”.

6. Need for trust and cooperation between companies.
7. Development of trust and respect.
I think you will see some common themes running through that list. And it’s hardly just Statistics! The
importance of the complete content of Deming’s list, as opposed to “just Statistics”, cannot be overemphasised. There is a great flavour of “the theory of a system, and cooperation” throughout. And, in contrast to a widespread misconception about Deming’s work, it’s hardly just for manufacturing companies!
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So what were some of the consequences of Deming’s teaching to the Japanese in the summer of 1950?
Let’s take the short term first. I’ll move to Chapter 7: “What Happened in Japan?” in Mrs Kilian’s The World
of W Edwards Deming. This is from page 77 of her book:
“Japanese manufacturers took those arguments seriously to the point of doing something about
them with concerted effort. A little fire here, and a little there, would be too slow. Concerted effort
meant cooperation amongst competitors, assistance to vendors, and—probably for the first time in
Japan—immediate attention to the demands of the consumer, and need for consumer research on
a continuing basis, with feedback for redesign. Results were spectacular, even after only one year,
especially in productivity per man-hour, with little new machinery.”
And in the longer term? Well, as was reported in T
" he Deming of America:
“In 1960, the Prime Minister of Japan, acting on behalf of Emperor Hirohito, awarded Dr Deming
Japan’s Second Order Medal of the Sacred Treasure. The citation on the medal attributes Japan’s
industrial rebirth and its worldwide success to W Edwards Deming.”

Some of the matters raised in Deming’s “Summary of Teachings” will be seen to have parallels in the Major
Activity at the end of this afternoon. Before that, let’s continue with the story. But to where?!!

The 1970s: The wasted years
I well remember the occasion when I was one of a group of some 50 people enjoying a study weekend with
Dr Deming at the Ashridge Management College in the UK, immediately following his London four-day
seminar in 1988. Naturally, during that weekend, we got him talking about his life. He said a lot about the
1950s and, to an extent, the 1960s. But when we asked him about what had happened in the 1970s, he
hesitated and then muttered: “Oh, nothing much.” He just didn’t want to talk about that time.!!
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We know that he was still working hard, lecturing regularly at New York University, still publishing research
papers, visiting Japan for the annual Deming Prize ceremonies (though I do not know how regularly). Sure.
But the Japanese had effectively stopped learning anything significant from him years earlier. And there
was no sign that the rest of the world, including his home country, America, had any interest in what he
could do for them. Even in The World of W Edwards Deming, a section listing his “International Activities”
has many entries for the 1950s, fewer for the 1960s, and then only two for the 1970s: that he lectured in
Argentina in 1971 and, interestingly, that he was a consultant to the China Productivity Centre in Taiwan in
1970 and 1971. And then: nothing. A vacuum.!!
Wasted years. But wasted years which, as we saw on page 2, thankfully ended when Bill Conway sought
him out in 1979.!!

The 1980s (first half): The West awakens
Dr Deming’s involvement with the Nashua Corporation began just early enough to become known to the
NBC television producer, Clare Crawford-Mason, in time for her to include in the documentary If Japan
Can, Why Can’t We?, first screened in June 1980. That was the breakthrough in the West (almost exactly
30 years after the breakthrough in Japan). As Mrs Kilian later wrote on page 18 of her biography:!!
“American industrialists who watched the programme not only grasped more fully the enormity of
the problems that they were facing, but they also realised that answers to their dilemma were available. Perhaps most importantly, W Edwards Deming was introduced to the audience as the man
with effective answers. It was an introduction that would change his life irrevocably.”
And, she might have added, the lives of countless others.
Compared with what we now know about the matters which Dr Deming was teaching in Japan 30 years
earlier, If Japan Can, Why Can’t We? had a strangely narrow emphasis: Deming was mainly back to talking
about statistical methods in a manufacturing context—just where Shewhart’s work had been 55 years earlier! Some considerable time later, when I had begun to appreciate the much greater breadth and depth of
his teaching, I asked him why he had reverted to such a narrow focus in that TV programme. His answer
came without hesitation:
“Because, Henry, I thought that, at the time, that was all that people would be able to take.”
He had judged that the Americans would not be able to stomach what the Japanese had been learning
from him 30 years earlier: he needed to tread more carefully with them. Some new Statistics in manufacturing: yes, perhaps Americans could cope with that in 1980. He was deliberately using that narrow focus
as a “thin end of the wedge”, hoping that, having made a start, both the breadth and the depth could grow.
But, however hard he tried to contain himself, his frustration with American management would often come
to the boil. It was now 30 years since the “Japanese miracle” had begun, and the Americans were still so
wrong and still so slow to learn! In a powerful video on Management’s Five Deadly Diseases (produced in
1984 by Encyclopedia Britannica), Dr Deming ended with these words:!!
“With a storehouse of unemployed people—some willing to work, a lot of them willing to work, with
skills, knowledge, willingness to work; and people in management unable to work through the merit
system, annual rating of performance, not able to deliver what they’re capable of delivering. When
you think of all the under-use, abuse, and misuse of the people of this country, this may be the
world’s most underdeveloped nation. Number One—we did it again! We’re Number One … for
underdevelopment. Our people not used, mismanaged, misused, and abused, and under-used by
management that worships sacred cows: a style of management that was never right, but made
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good fortune for this country between 1950 and 1968 because the rest of the world, so much of it,
was devastated. You couldn’t go wrong, no matter what you did.
Those days are over, and they’ve been over a long time. It’s about time for American management to wake up!”
And so, in 1985, came the first London four-day seminar. As I said earlier, four days had seemed to me an
unusually long time for a seminar! But I soon discovered why that length of time made such good sense.!!
Back then, of course, very few if any people in the audience had any idea of what they were going to hear
from Dr Deming. So, from what you already know, you can probably imagine the utter astonishment and
incredulity with which many reacted during the first hours of that seminar. Indeed, in those days it was not
unusual for maybe 10% of the audience to leave by the end of the first day and not come back!!! I was
rather concerned about that—how would Dr Deming feel? After all, this 84-year-old had flown over to
London from his home in Washington DC purely to present this seminar! Was he upset about people
leaving early? He just smiled gently at me and, with a little shake of his head, said: “They’re not ready yet.”!!
Then, during the second day, there was a noticeable change of atmosphere amongst the 90% of the audience that remained. Now there were increasing signs of recognition. Having recovered from the previous
day’s shocks, the delegates were beginning to see that much of what they were hearing from this octogenarian, although so different, was making good sense. Many messages from the Experiment on Red
Beads (occupying the session between the morning coffee-break and lunchtime on that second day),
though initially appearing to be such a trivial exercise, seemed to be striking home. So much of what was
wrong about the “current reality” was being exposed, and a picture of a better way was beginning to form.
There was still some cynicism, but by the third day there was little evidence of it. And, on the fourth day,
people realised that this was an unexpectedly special opportunity for learning that was nearing its end.!!
And a lot of them didn’t want it to end. Initial thoughts of the need to form the organisation which eventually became the British Deming Association resulted from numerous pleas to me from delegates on the final
day of both the 1985 and 1986 London four-day seminars for opportunities to continue learning—because,
at that time, in Britain there were none.!!
The content of the four-day seminars in the mid-1980s is well reflected in Out of the Crisis: with particularly
long and deep discussion of the 14 Points and the “Deadly Diseases” of Western management (to be studied here on Days 4 and 5), along with the Experiment on Red Beads (Day 2) and later also the Funnel
Experiment (Day 3), and a wide selection of other topics from later in his book.!!

The 1980s (second half): A new climate!
But, by the late 1980s, Dr Deming’s teaching had broadened and deepened. The phrase “A New Climate”
repeatedly came into my mind. Just as in Japan more than 35 years earlier, he was now strongly emphasising “Cooperation: Win-Win” (I suspect that it may have been he who coined this now-well-known
phrase)—not cooperation for some altruistic, magnanimous purpose but simply so that all concerned could
gain, could be better off in all respects than if they carried on in the familiar old mode of conflict and
destructive competition.!!
And he spoke increasingly of the need not just for improvement but for innovation—in process, in product,
in service—particularly in a world that is changing ever-faster. How right! And so he would study the kind
of management climate in which innovation could flourish. Rather obviously, it would not be the familiar
climate of management by fear, conformance, “right first time”, reward and punishment. Most innovation
does go wrong, but if management cannot accept wrong innovation, they won’t get right innovation either.
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And for a third strong feature of the “New Climate”, I will quote from Dr Deming’s opening words in Doctor’s Orders, Central ITV’s half-hour 1988 documentary. Before he’d been speaking for even 30 seconds,
he had come up with what was, to most people, a somewhat unexpected view of the “job of management”:!!
“Just think what this country could be—think what North America could be—if half the people, even
make it 25%, could take pride in their work, could take joy in their work. Things would be a whole
lot different from what they are now. Why not give that satisfaction to everybody? That’s the job of
management!”
Joy in work? A new climate indeed! We’ll return to these three features of the New Climate on Day 8.
Dr Deming was, of course, now getting quite old—and ill. Indeed, he was developing a collection of medical conditions that would have killed off most people much sooner than they did him. So, whether or not
he really admitted it to himself, he must have realised that time was running out. Thus, consciously or
unconsciously, he surely knew he must try to develop something that would help those who live after him
to better understand and continue to benefit from his life’s work. It was toward the end of 1989 that we
first heard what is surely an extraordinary phrase:

1990–1993: A System of Profound Knowledge
Extraordinary, yes—yet valid. This was his attempt, sometimes with the wisdom of hindsight, to summarise
the core, the guts, the essence of his whole life’s work. His work is to do with knowledge, understanding,
learning—no kidding! And it is profound, it is deep—it’s not superficial. Its implications are also profound.
And it is a “system” in an exactly analogous way to how he wanted us to consider organisations as systems, as implied by that 1950 flow diagram which we saw as the first in his “Summary of Teachings” on
page 35. In the way that he used the word, a “system” contains many, many components, but its strength
lies in the understanding of how all of those components fit together, how they interlink, how they interdepend, how they integrate, and how they may help or hinder each other.!!
I like very much the representation of Dr Deming’s System of Profound Knowledge shown
alongside, constructed by one of my many
American friends, the late, great Peter Scholtes. The words differ slightly, but the System
of Profound Knowledge comprises four major
parts: [A] Appreciation for a System (as just
described); [B] Theory of Variation (right back
to where it all started with Shewhart’s breakthrough so long ago); [C] Theory of Knowledge
(how do we know things, how do we learn
things, how do we improve that learning and
knowledge?); and [D] Psychology (the understanding of people and the ways they interact
with all that surrounds them). This is a very
human philosophy. And what is particularly
good about Peter’s representation here is that
it illustrates so well that, not only are those
four massive parts highly important in their
own right, again the strength of this system is
the way that even they interlink, interrelate and
inter-depend. This is a rich legacy.!!
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W Edwards Deming died on 20 December 1993, at his home in Washington where he had lived since 1946,
and just ten days after completing his final four-day seminar in California. I would estimate that maybe a
quarter of a million people attended his celebrated four-day seminars between 1980 and 1993.
But what of ...

1994 and onward: The future
Here I can do no better than largely repeat the closing words of my Preface to the Third Printing of DemDim
in 1998:
As the world grows ever more complex, and often more cruel, and as new technology provides opportunities to do greater good but, if misused, can also do greater harm, do we not increasingly need the help
of the Deming philosophy—its values, its principles, its logic, its practical guidance? Dr Deming’s work is,
I believe, hugely important, literally priceless, literally timeless. It is a real source of help and hope for
making a better future, materially, socially, and mentally. That was the purpose of Dr Deming’s life’s work.
What better purpose could there be?!

!
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INTRODUCTION TO THE MAJOR ACTIVITY
Let’s return to that “theory of a system” which Dr Deming was teaching the Japanese in 1950.
It’s not surprising that there should have been such a change or development of emphasis in Dr Deming’s
teaching in the late 1980s. An inevitable consequence of Shewhart’s understanding of the two types of
variation is that the vast majority of problems (or, if we think positively, of opportunities for improvement) lie
in the common causes—the system, as Deming called it. When things go wrong, the fault rarely lies in individuals. The fault lies wholly or primarily in the system: the environment, the circumstances, the working
conditions, the “company culture” within which individuals live, work, try to succeed, try to survive—yet so
often a culture which repeatedly and consistently sabotages those aims and desires.!! There is a pertinent
change of detail in Out of the Crisis from Deming’s earlier teaching. In If Japan Can, Why Can’t We?, the
narrator Lloyd Dobyns states: “But one part of Deming’s programme is not likely to please them [management]. He insists that management causes 85% of all the problems.” This relates to an observation from
Dr Joseph Juran many years earlier concerning the relative prevalence of the two types of variation. But by
1986, on Out of the Crisis page 270[315], Deming was instead saying:!!
“I should estimate that in my experience most troubles and most possibilities for improvement add
up to proportions something like this:
94% belong to the system (responsibility of management)
6% special.”
And toward the end of his life he was ruminating on the figures 98% and 2% respectively.
Whichever figures we quote, the fact is that Deming’s thinking, as a natural consequence of Shewhart’s
thinking on the two types of variation, leads to a vast change of emphasis from what is still commonplace
in so much of modern management and government. It is still commonplace, maybe increasingly so, to be
focused on blame or praise, punishment or reward, judgment—of the individual. Deming had come to
realise that this focus is entirely misplaced. He had concluded that the vast majority of performance,
behaviour, results, whatever, come from the system within which people live and work rather than from the
people themselves. And, if that’s true, of course it follows that what can be achieved by such focus on
judgment of the individual is trivial, let alone negative, compared with what can be achieved by focusing
instead on improvement of the system within which the individual works and lives. This explains in large
part why Deming was so critical of managing and judging—especially with reward and punishment involved
—related to the achievement or otherwise of numerical targets, quotas, numerical objectives, numerical
goals. And performance-related pay, ranking, rating, league-tabling, ... . It’s a long list.
But could it be true that the majority of behaviour and performance comes from the system, not the individual? For a long while, I could not get my head around that. And then eventually I started to ponder on
such matters as those which follow. I invite you to try this too in the Major Activity which now completes
this opening day of our 12 Days to Deming.
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MAJOR ACTIVITY 1–f
To complete this opening day of the course, take a few minutes to imagine yourself in each of the following
ten pairs of opposite environments. Then compare and write down some features describing how you
would behave and perform in those contrasting situations.
•

Your work is (a) greatly fulfilling and exciting, or it’s (b) dull and demoralising.
(a)

(b)

•

You (a) trust your colleagues at work, or (b) distrust them.
(a)

(b)

•

You had (a) inadequate schooling, or (b) a brilliant education.
(a)

(b)
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•

You (a) had wonderful parents, or (b) suffered abuse of various kinds throughout your childhood.
(a)

(b)

•

You (a) trust, or (b) distrust your spouse or other partner.
(a)

(b)

•

You live in (a) a third-world country, or in (b) one of the rich nations.
(a)

(b)

•

You’re living at a time when your country is in a state of (a) peace, or (b) war.
(a)

(b)
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• You are (a) rich or, at least, “comfortably off”, or (b) poverty-stricken.
(a)

(b)

•

All around you are (a) back-biters and points-scorers, or (b) supporters and helpers.
(a)

(b)

•

You’re in an environment of (a) conflict, competition, winners and losers; or (b) genuine mutual
cooperation so that everybody gains.
(a)

(b)

(My brief summing-up is on Appendix page 6.)
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Edwards Deming and held at the Palace of Versailles. I was present, recorded the proceedings and
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